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SECTION 1.0
About this DOCUMENT
This document has been designed to support existing energy efficiency opportunities (EEO)
documents by providing additional sector-specific information for transport operators and
businesses with a significant transport component. It catalogues potential opportunities for deriving
energy efficiency improvements in the Australian road transport (heavy duty vehicles only) and rail
transport sectors. Descriptions are given for a range of energy saving strategies, with reference to
their specific application, potential benefits, implementation considerations and case study
examples of where the opportunities have been applied.
It should be noted that this document is intended to supplement existing EEO materials and should
not be considered in isolation from the Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act 2006 and related
literature.
Readers will benefit from familiarising themselves with the following program-related literature.
•

EEO INDUSTRY GUIDELINES. This document provides a plain English guide to the operation
of the program, details the six elements of the EEO Assessment Framework, and provides
examples of the type of evidence required under an EEO Assessment.

•

EEO ASSESSMENT HANDBOOK. This handbook describes the structure of an EEO
assessment and provides practical advice on how to plan and conduct an effective
assessment.

•

EEO REPRESENTATIVE ASSESSMENT GUIDE. This is a guide on undertaking assessments
using a representative sample of a wider population of small energy-using sites, technologies
or processes, such as vehicle fleets.

In addition to the above, there are a number of recently published documents that may be of use to
the transport industry in completing EEO assessments. These documents include:
•

ENERGY-MASS BALANCE – TRANSPORT. This document develops a framework that could
be utilised in an advanced EEO assessment in order to conduct an energy-mass balance
(EMB) for a transport operation.

•

FIRST OPPORTUNITIES IN DEPTH – THE TRANSPORT INDUSTRY. This document
summarises the results of EEO actions in the Australian transport sector for the period
2006–2008.

•

MEASUREMENT AND EEO OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION – SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION FOR EEO PARTICIPANTS IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR. A guide to
measuring energy use and evaluating energy savings opportunities specific to transport
operations.

Although this publication presents a comprehensive catalogue of energy savings opportunities, it is
by no means exhaustive. Through applying the EEO Assessment Framework, participants in the
transport sector may identify additional strategies for improving energy efficiency that are relevant
to their particular operations.
Finally, readers should note that the material in this document is provided by way of guidance only.
Prior to completing an EEO assessment, participants should ensure that their assessment is wholly
compliant with all relevant requirements of the Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act.
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2.1 The EEO Program at a glance
The Australian Government’s EEO Program is designed to encourage large energy-using businesses
to improve their energy efficiency by requiring them to measure and analyse their energy use to
identify, evaluate and report publicly on cost effective energy saving opportunities. The program is
administered in accordance with the provisions of the Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act 2006.
Participation in the EEO Program is mandatory for corporations that use more than 0.5 petajoules
(PJ) of energy in a given year. Registration for the program must be completed within nine months
of the end of the financial year in which energy use within the corporation first exceeds 0.5 PJ.
It should be noted that the EEO Program does not require implementation of energy efficiency
opportunities –implementation remains at the sole discretion of the participant, given the need to
consider wider corporate and investment factors. Rather, the intent of the program is to build
industry capability in the conduct of energy efficiency assessments and encourage corporations to
take due account of energy efficiency factors in key decision-making processes.
In practical terms, this means that EEO participants are required to demonstrate that they have
undertaken periodic assessments of their energy use in order to identify opportunities to improve
the energy efficiency of their operations. The EEO legislation requires that such assessments be
both rigorous and comprehensive and includes provision for verifying individual assessments against
the six elements of the EEO Assessment Framework.
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2.2 The EEO Assessment Framework
The EEO Assessment Framework defines six of the Key Elements that must be taken into
consideration when conducting an EEO assessment (Fig. 2.2). These can be summarised as follows.
1.

LEADERSHIP. Genuine action on energy efficiency requires a significant investment of
organisational time and effort that needs to be sanctioned by the leadership of the organisation.

2.

PEOPLE. Rigorous and comprehensive assessments require the involvement of people who have
the skills and knowledge to identify and investigate energy efficiency improvements. EEO
participants are therefore required to demonstrate that they have sufficient in-house (or externally
supplemented) resources that have the necessary skills and influence both to undertake
assessments and ensure the uptake of any cost effective opportunities.

3.

INFORMATION, DATA AND ANALYSIS. Investment in energy efficiency opportunities is subject
to the same business consideration as applies to any other organisational investments. As such,
there is a need to ensure that energy use data is sufficient to provide a sound basis for opportunity
identification. EEO participants are therefore required to demonstrate that they have collected
sound energy efficiency information relating to the business and that this data has been
analysed within a sound business framework.

4.

OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION. This element relates to the identification
of all potentially suitable opportunities and evaluation of these opportunities to enable business
decisions. Under this element, EEO participants are required to provide evidence in relation to
the dentification process employed, the results of evaluations conducted, and a summary of
the assessment of all opportunities when considered on a whole-of-enterprise basis.

5.

DECISION MAKING. Once opportunities have been assessed, EEO participants are required
to provide decision makers with detailed results from the assessments and key background
information.

6.

COMMUNICATING OUTCOMES. This final element concerns the need to communicate

outcomes of the EEO assessment processes to internal and external stakeholders including
the participant’s Board.

KEY ELEMENT 1

Leadership

KEY ELEMENT 2

People

KEY ELEMENT 3

Information, data and analysis

KEY ELEMENT 4

Opportunity identification and evaluation

KEY ELEMENT 5

Decision making

KEY ELEMENT 6

Communicating outcomes

Figure 2.2 Key elements of the EEO Program
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2.3 The key challenges for transport sector participants
Feedback from transport organisations participating in the EEO Program revealed that
participants were encountering some difficulty in applying the EEO Assessment Framework
to their operations, given some of the specific operational and investment characteristics
of the Australian transport sector.
Analysis of this feedback revealed two principal challenges in respect of completing EEO
assessments within the transport sector, namely:
•

DATA MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES. A key challenge within the sector related to the ad hoc
nature of energy efficiency information and the apparent absence of the detailed data
and data analysis required to comply with the requirements of Key Element 3 of the
EEO Assessment Framework.

•

DIFFICULTY OF EVALUATIONS. Although partly related to the first challenge (in terms of poor
quality of available information) significant uncertainty surrounding the real-world improvement of
specific energy efficiency improvements creates difficulty for operators in developing meaningful
assessments of likely energy efficiency benefits. This difficulty is further compounded by the
volatility of fuel prices that make it difficult to estimate the economic returns of investment in
energy efficient technologies and practices within the transport sector. As a consequence,
transport sector participants have struggled to satisfy key element 4 of the EEO Assessment
Framework.

The publication Measurement and EEO opportunity evaluation – Supplementary information for
EEO participants in the transport sector provides guidance to address these challenges by detailing
methodologies for measuring energy use and evaluating energy savings opportunities specific to
transport operations.
This paper provides further guidance by cataloguing potential energy efficiency opportunities
applicable to the Australian road transport (heavy duty vehicles) and rail transport sectors.
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Key considerations for identifying effective energy efficiency opportunities

Feedback from transport organisations participating in the EEO Program reveals that they
experience some difficulty in identifying energy savings opportunities that are (a) relevant to their
particular operations, (b) practical to implement, (c) economically viable, and (d) able to deliver
material energy efficiency improvements. Identification of effective energy efficiency opportunities in
the transport sector depends on giving these key considerations proper regard.
This section gives brief guidance to assist organisations in this process; however, as previously
mentioned, participants should refer to the publication Measurement and EEO opportunity
evaluation – Supplementary information for EEO participants in the transport sector for detailed
methodologies on how to measure energy use and evaluate energy efficiency opportunities.

3.1 Segmentation of operations and suitability of opportunities
Energy efficiency opportunities in the transport sector are often identified and progressed on the
basis of adoption across an organisation’s entire operations. However, opportunities are not
necessarily relevant for all vehicle types or applications, and the results of opportunities applied
across an entire fleet or rail operation can be disappointing.
To effectively reduce energy use, it is important to identify opportunities that will (a) give material
energy savings, (b) be practical to implement, and (c) be relevant to specific operations.
Segmentation of fleet or rail operations underpins the identification of suitable opportunities.
Segmentation is integral to identifying the opportunities that will be effective in reducing energy use
for a particular operation. Segmenting operations for ‘energy use’ will focus attention on the
biggest energy users, and segmenting by ‘vehicle type’ and ‘duty cycle’ will ensure that energy
savings strategies are relevant and practical.
This is illustrated in Table 3.1, which maps energy efficiency opportunities to relevant vehicle types
for the road sector.
Table 3.2 further highlights the necessity of segmenting transport operations to ensure that the
energy efficiency opportunities identified are not only relevant to duty cycles but are practical to
implement.
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Key considerations for identifying effective energy efficiency opportunities

Hybrid (mechanical)

Hybrid (electric)

ALTERNATIVE DRIVETRAINS

a

a

a

a

a

a

Preventive maintenance programs

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Night-time freight movements

a

a

Idle reduction

Load consolidation

a

Ecodriving

BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE & FREIGHT PRACTICES

Lightweight trailer design

Improved aerodynamics (vehicle & trailer)

a

Tyre inflation management (process/technology)

a

a

a

Low-rolling resistance tyres

a

a

Automated manual transmissions

a

a

Ancillary equipment

a

Rigid
truck

Variable displacement

a

Van

a
a

Utility

Auxiliary power systems

FUEL EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS

Proposed fleet improvement actions

Table 3.1 Suitability of efficiency measures by vehicle type

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Semitrailer

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

B-double

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Road
train

a

a

a

a

a

a

Bus/coach

a

a

a

a

a

Other

3.2 Categories of energy savings opportunities
Energy efficiency opportunities for achieving fuel savings in the transport sector fall into two
categories.
•

REDUCING ENERGY INTENSITY OF TRAVEL. These strategies focus on reducing the
quantum of energy used to travel the same distance. Alternative drivetrains and vehiclebased fuel efficiency technologies fall into this category – for example, hybrid vehicles and
reduced rolling resistance tyres reduce energy use compared to conventional equipment.

•

REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF TRAVEL (OR THE NEED FOR TRAVEL). These strategies
focus on reducing the amount travel across an enterprise while still maintaining effective
operations. Strategic examples include improving payload capacities and more efficient
scheduling. Most strategies to reduce the amount of travel relate to corporate practices
although they may be supported by changes to equipment (such as deploying larger vehicles
to replace several smaller vehicles).

The most successful energy efficiency programs consider opportunities under both these
categories, and organisations should examine their operations with a view to reducing both the
energy intensity of travel as well as the amount of travel itself to ensure optimal results from energy
efficiency activities.
Table 3.2 Applying duty cycle segmentation and practical considerations to the
identification of energy efficiency opportunities
Duty cycle segmentation

Practical considerations

Improved vehicle aerodynamics will give energy
efficiency results for regional and long-haul
vehicles, but are less effective for vehicles
operating on a local pickup and delivery service.

Battery-electric drivetrains are mostly suitable for
lighter urban applications but not at all for longdistance haulage, due to limitations in the storage
capacity and recharge time of batteries.

Improved driver training results in more energyefficient driving practices and gives energy
efficiency results for stop-start local pickup and
delivery vehicles in congested areas, but less
improvement for regional and long-haul
operations.

Scheduling night-time deliveries to avoid
congestion and thus improve energy efficiency is
not necessarily practical for a courier fleet with a
same day delivery service proposition.

Hybrid systems are best suited to stop-start and
hilly applications where braking energy can be
recovered and stored, but in flat terrain or steady
driving (e.g. linehaul) this benefit is reduced.

Double stacking of rail containers can only be
implemented where network capacity is sufficient,
where low-floor wagons are available and where
rail yard practices can accommodate the wagons.

3.3 Consideration of alternative fuels
Although the use of alternative fuels may potentially result in fuel cost savings and reduced GHG
emissions, alternative fuels are not considered to be a true energy efficiency strategy. While they
might deliver significant fuel cost savings for the operator, an equivalent amount of energy (and
sometimes more) is often required to complete the same transport task using conventional fuel.
Thus the substitution of one fuel for another rarely results in energy savings. For this reason,
opportunities for alternative fuel use are not included in this paper.
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3.4 Evaluating the economic viability of opportunities
Once relevant and practical energy efficiency opportunities are identified, their economic viability
must be evaluated. The economic viability of potential energy savings opportunities can be limited
by uncertainties that fall into three main categories. These are discussed in brief below with more
detailed guidance available in the publication Measurement and EEO opportunity evaluation
– Supplementary information for EEO participants in the transport sector.
•

QUANTUM OF SAVINGS THAT MAY BE ACHIEVED. The actual performance of energy
efficiency opportunities under real-world conditions can be less than the expected
improvement. Trials of energy efficiency opportunities in the Australian transport sector reveal
that the improvements achieved are specific to the particular application. Although a
segmentation process will assist by ensuring opportunities are implemented only in
appropriate applications, some uncertainty will still arise where the specific application varies
from previous trials or manufacturers’ assumptions.

•

COST OF IMPLEMENTATION. While the cost to purchase equipment is generally well
understood, additional upfront costs of supporting equipment and staff training, as well as
whole-of-life costs (such as changed maintenance requirements and changes to equipment
reliability or durability) may not be.

•

FUEL PRICES. Variability and difficulty in accurately forecasting fuel prices introduces
significant uncertainty specific to assessing energy efficiency opportunities for transport sector
operators.

To facilitate a business decision, these uncertainties may be handled initially by using sensitivity
analysis. In order to examine the range of outcomes an energy efficiency opportunity may achieve,
consideration should be given to variance in (a) the savings that may be achieved, (b) the costs of
implementation, and (c) forecast fuel prices. By examining best and worst case scenarios a robust
business decision is possible, even with significant uncertainty.
In some cases, transport sector operators may find value in implementing a trial program to test
energy efficiency opportunities before adoption across their entire operation. A trial program should
be carefully designed to build understanding around both the quantum of savings that may be
achieved and the cost to implement an opportunity.
Segmentation information should be used to design a program that matches test and control
vehicles as best as practicable, in order to compare vehicles of similar type and duty cycle. This will
allow the most accurate assessment of energy efficiency outcomes from the opportunity trialled.
This section provides a catalogue of potential opportunities for improving energy efficiency in
heavy-duty road applications. To assist transport sector organisations identify strategies that will be
effective in their particular operations, the energy efficiency strategy descriptions detail the specific
application, potential benefits, implementation considerations and case study examples of where
the opportunities have been applied. Energy efficiency opportunities are classified into three broad
strategies, which are:
•

alternative drivetrain technologies

•

vehicle-based fuel efficiency improvements

•

driver and corporate practices or behaviour change: organisational (policy and practice) and
individual (driver).

Transport operators may use this catalogue to identify suitable opportunities, bearing in mind the
key considerations of (a) relevance to their particular operations, (b) practical implementation, (c)
economic viability, and (d) the delivery of material energy efficiency improvements. Examples for
each opportunity are identified with a source number that corresponds to the list of examples found
in Appendix B.
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This section provides a catalogue of potential opportunities for improving energy efficiency in
heavy-duty road applications. To assist transport sector organisations identify strategies that will be
effective in their particular operations, the energy efficiency strategy descriptions detail the specific
application, potential benefits, implementation considerations and case study examples of where
the opportunities have been applied. Energy efficiency opportunities are classified into three broad
strategies, namely:
•

alternative drivetrain technologies

•

vehicle-based fuel efficiency improvements

•

driver and corporate practices or behaviour change; organisational (policy and practice) and
individual (driver).

Transport operators may use this catalogue to identify suitable opportunities, bearing in mind the
key considerations of (a) relevance to their particular operations, (b) practical implementation, (c)
economic viability, and (d) the delivery of material energy efficiency improvements. Examples for
each opportunity are identified with a source number that corresponds to the list of examples found
in Appendix B.

4.1 Alternative drivetrain technologies
Alternative drivetrains involve a variety of power sources in combination with (or replacing) internal
combustion to provide power to a vehicle. Developments in alternative drivetrains for vehicles offer
the potential to reduce Australia’s reliance on conventional transport fuels by reducing average fuel
consumption or using alternative power sources. Potential opportunities for alternative drivetrain
technologies are outlined in Table 4.1 and are discussed below.
Table 4.1	Summary of alternative drivetrain technology opportunities for road
transport
Opportunity

Application relevance

Benefits

Considerations

Electric drivetrains

• Urban application

• Air quality benefits
(influenced by
electricity generation)

• Duty cycle effect on
range

• Niche market segments

• Capital cost
• Payback period
• Electricity cost

Hybrid electric
drivetrains

• Urban application

• Fuel efficiency

• Capital cost

• Frequent stop-start

• Emissions reduction

• Nature of duty cycle
• Payback period

Mechanical hybrid
drivetrains
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• Stop-start conditions

Energy efficiency opportunities for road transport

• Fuel efficiency
• Emissions reduction

• Nature of duty cycle

4.1.1 ELECTRIC DRIVETRAINS
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
An electric vehicle uses electric motors and motor controllers instead of an internal combustion
engine, with energy stored on board in suitable electrochemical systems – typically battery packs.
Capacitors or other storage technology has also been used successfully. The batteries may be
charged from a standard electricity outlet or, in the future, may be swapped at specialised exchange
stations. Some of the energy normally lost as heat during braking can also be recovered by using
the motor as a generator during braking.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Fully electric drivetrains are considered most suitable for urban applications where regenerative
braking can be maximised in stop-start driving, and where a limited range is not a significant issue.
The power and torque requirements of heavy duty vehicles suggests that the technology is most
appropriate for light commercial vehicles in an urban application, although some trials have shown
electric freight vehicles up to 10 tonnes can be successful.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Despite a high capital cost, fully electric vehicles can produce major fuel cost savings compared with
conventional fuels (Jamison Group 2008). Adelaide City Council found a 50% decrease in fuel costs
associated with the Tindo electric bus compared with a diesel bus (Adelaide City Council 2008). The
financial performance over the entire vehicle life will depend on the service life of the technology,
the mileage covered and the changes in maintenance costs.
Environmental benefits at the tailpipe are also considerable, with fully electric vehicles being zero
emissions at this point. But emissions from the full fuel cycle are not zero and depend largely on the
fuel used to supply the national grid (predominantly coal in Australia).
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration should be given to the capital cost of electric drivetrain technology. This means that
an acceptable payback period is contingent on the operational life and annual kilometres travelled
by the vehicle.
The potential for escalating electricity costs (in excess of the expected rise in conventional fuel
costs) should also be taken into consideration in any investment decision.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA, TINDO BUS (SOURCE 1)
This brochure highlights the potential for fully electric drivetrains to be used in a heavy vehicle
application, with charging provided by renewables.
Adelaide City Council introduced the world’s first solar-powered electric bus that is recharged using
100% solar energy. The bus does not have a combustion engine, making it a very quiet, zero
emissions vehicle.
The bus has covered over 55,000 km, saving the Council over 14,000 L of diesel and over 70,000 kg
of CO2-e in its first year. The bus can travel about 200 km between recharges under typical urban
conditions. The capital cost of the bus and solar installation was funded by the Adelaide City
Council and the Australian Government through the Adelaide Solar City Program (Adelaide City
Council 2008).
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TK MAXX (SOURCE 2)
This case study demonstrates the potential for fully electric drivetrains to be successfully
implemented in a heavy duty freight application.
TK Maxx added a 10 t fully electric Smith Newton vehicle to its distribution fleet. The truck provides
the largest carrying capacity for an electric truck, with a body length of 7.5 m and a cargo payload of
over 4000 kg.
The vehicle has a top speed of 80 km/h, and after it has been fully charged over a 6–8 hour period, it
has a range of up to 200 km (Smith Electric Vehicles 2011a).
TNT (SOURCE 3)
This case study illustrates the potential for fully electric trucks to present significant fuel cost savings
in a logistics application. TNT began running a fully electric 7.5 t truck in 2006. Following its success,
50 more trucks were ordered in 2007 and a further 50 in 2008. The Newton’s body panels are built
from an ultra-light material that increases the payload capacity to 4000 kg. Fuel costs were reduced
by almost 80% when considering the cost of electricity versus that of diesel (Smith Electric Vehicles
2011b).
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4.1.2	HYBRID ELECTRIC DRIVETRAINS
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
A hybrid drivetrain involves the hybridisation of two or more different power sources in the same
vehicle. The most commonly used arrangement uses an electric motor coupled with an internal
combustion engine (together creating an electric hybrid). This is the type of system found in most
commercially available hybrid vehicles.
Most hybrid systems also incorporate a regenerative braking feature which captures some of the
energy normally wasted during vehicle braking.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Hybrid vehicles can deliver a significant fuel saving when matched carefully to the right application.
They are best suited to urban freight applications with frequent stop-start conditions, which
maximises the benefit of regenerative braking.
However, hybrid electric vehicles are not considered suitable for regional linehaul applications due
to extended periods without braking. In such applications the benefits of regenerative braking and
supplementary battery power are often outweighed by the penalty of carrying the additional weight
of these components.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
The main motivation for using hybrids relates to lower fuel consumption and reduced emissions.
Isuzu reports that in trials, fuel consumption savings of over 20% were achieved on inner city runs,
and almost 10% on a mixed urban run. TNT has reported real-world fuel and emissions reductions of
14% in its fleet.
These savings translate to reduced fuel expenditure; however, it should be noted that battery life is
currently uncertain and replacement may be required during the service life of the vehicle.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The potential benefits of hybrid vehicles are highly dependent on the duty cycle of the vehicle.
While the technology has provided up to 20% fuel savings in some Australian fleets, the savings are
highly variable. For example, the city of Toronto experienced fuel savings of 10% compared with the
predicted 20–30%, and a battery life of 18 months compared with the 4 years estimated.
Experience from Australian trials in the bus industry suggests that a failure to match hybrid system
with duty cycle can actually increase fuel consumption compared to a conventional vehicle.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
CROWN COACHES (SOURCE 4)
The Crown Coaches website provides information on the potential fuel savings experienced by a
hybrid coach operator when compared to equivalent diesel coaches (Crown Coaches 2011).
The Crown Coaches hybrid in pre-release testing reported a fuel economy of 3.73 km/L compared
to 2.75 km/L for conventional buses.
It should be noted that although a coach may have a similar tare weight to road freight vehicles,
duty cycles and payloads are likely to be different.
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BARNETT COURIERS (SOURCE 5)
This case study highlights the potential fuel savings that may be realised through the use of hybrid
trucks in a courier application. Using one of the first hybrid trucks in Australia, Barnett couriers has
achieved a 32% fuel saving in its initial three months of operation (Truck World 2008).
Back-to-back comparison with a similar-sized solely diesel-powered truck on the same route has
revealed a reduction in average fuel use from 27.8 L per 100 km to 18.8 L per 100 km (32%).
USPS (SOURCE 6)
This fleet planning and management presentation demonstrates the potential for fuel efficiency
benefits with the use of hybrid trucks in a delivery application.
Trialling a 2 t hybrid electric vehicle from 2003, the postal service experienced a 21% improvement in
fuel efficiency. Battery life continues to be monitored.
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT (SOURCE 7)
This evaluation report provides insights into the potential improvements in fuel economy that may
be experienced with the implementation of hybrid electric technology in buses.
The City trialled 10 hybrid electric buses alongside its conventional diesel bus fleet. The hybrid bus
fuel economy was found to be 34–40% better than that of the diesel fleet. It should be noted that
this case study refers to buses being used under a particular application.
TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION (SOURCE 8)
This news article discusses the disappointing fuel economy and battery life experienced by the City
of Toronto when implementing hybrid buses (The Star.com 2008).
The lead-acid batteries have required replacing after 18 months instead of 4 years, and the buses
are providing only a 10% diesel fuel saving instead of the marketed 20–30% saving. The cost
premium for each bus was almost 50%. It was acknowledged that the buses operate on
uncongested residential routes that do not provide optimal conditions for hybrid buses.
Note: This case study details the experience of a fleet that was in a climate significantly colder than
that in Australia, which is known to adversely impact battery power.
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4.1.3	Mechanical hybrid drivetrains
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
A mechanical hybrid drivetrain is equivalent to the more common hybrid electric system in that it
can recover braking energy, provide supplementary power for better acceleration and reduce fuel
consumption markedly.
In a mechanical hybrid system, hydraulic or pneumatic accumulators are used to store energy rather
than the batteries typical of electrical hybrids. Alternatively, clutches can be used to transfer energy
to a flywheel which can store energy in a rotating mass.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
The main determinant of suitability within the Australian market appears to be whether sufficient
energy can be recovered from braking to offset the disadvantages of carrying the system’s
additional weight. The most obvious applications are those that involve frequent stop-start driving,
including light commercial vehicles, buses, and medium and heavy trucks operating in urban
environments. Residential waste trucks are a good example of a suitable application for mechanical
hybrid systems.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Fuel and emissions reductions from implemented mechanical hybrid systems in light commercial
vehicles range from 25–70%; however, real-world use is likely to achieve around 35–50% fuel savings.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The nature of the duty cycle must be considered prior to selection and implementation of any
hybrid technology, including mechanical systems. Frequent stop-start conditions are required to
generate significant fuel savings. In the wrong conditions, an acceptable fuel saving and payback
period may not be achieved.
Capital costs have been cited as being approximately 15% higher than for a conventional vehicle,
with a payback period of 3–4 years. In addition, maintenance and service requirements and the
service life of the component systems also need to be taken into consideration when evaluating
whole-of-life costs.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
UPS PARCEL TRUCK (SOURCE 9)
This brochure details the fuel savings achieved by a courier and delivery company in the United
States by using mechanical hybrid technology in an urban application.
In 2006, UPS began a trial with the US Environmental Protection Agency using a hydraulic hybrid
parcel truck. The trial achieved fuel savings of up to 70%.
Based on the success of its early evaluation vehicle, UPS announced (in October 2008) an order for
seven additional hydraulic hybrids to trial across its fleet.
The trial using UPS mail delivery trucks found a likely payback of 2 to 3 years, with the initial cost of
the system likely to be around US$7000, or less than 15% of the base vehicle cost.
FORD (SOURCE 10)
This press release details the potential fuel savings that may be realised with the use of hydraulic
regenerative braking in light commercial vehicles in a stop-start application (ThomasNet News
2002).
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In 2002, Ford Motor Company and Eaton Corp tested a system called Hydraulic Launch Assist (HLA)
for Ford’s F-series pick-up trucks. The Ford HLA system recorded potential recovery rates of 380 kJ
of energy (80% of the vehicle’s initial kinetic energy). This is claimed to be sufficient to accelerate a
4.5 t truck to 40 km/h without requiring the combustion engine. The claimed fuel savings of Ford’s
system were 25–35%.
The size of the Ford system would likely add US$2000 to the price of an F-series pick-up truck (which
is most comparable to a light commercial vehicle in Australia).
TOROTRAK (UK) (SOURCE 11)
This news release discusses the potential application for mechanical hybrid technology in heavy
vehicles and the likely fuel savings (Torotrak 2009).
The transmission specialist Torotrak has developed a flywheel-based mechanical hybrid Kinetic
Energy Recovery System (KERS) for fitment to buses and commercial vehicles.
The mechanical hybrid system is expected to offer the commercial vehicle sector an opportunity to
deliver fuel efficiency savings of 20%.
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4.2 Vehicle-based fuel efficiency improvements
Strategies targeting reduced consumption of conventional transport fuels via improvement in the
fuel efficiency of the existing fleet offer significant potential fuel and emission reduction benefits.
This section provides an overview of the potential opportunities for the vehicle-based fuel efficiency
improvements outlined in Table 4.2, and discussed below.
Table 4.2	Summary of vehicle-based fuel efficiency improvement opportunities for
road transport
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Opportunity

Application relevance

Benefits

Considerations

Ancillary equipment
and accessories

• All vehicles with
accessories or equipment
suitable for optimisation

• Increased efficiency
• Reduced fuel
consumption

• Estimate existing
fuel usage to quantify
cost

AMTs

• High level of fit with
stop-start, high gear
shifting drive cycles

• Optimal where
vehicle is subject to
frequent gear
changing

• Cost premium
• Payback period
• Duty cycle
considerations

Reduced rolling
resistance tyres

• Applicable to all vehicle
types

• Fuel savings of
1–13%

• Design differences
can lead to increased

Tyre inflation
management

• Applicable to all vehicle
types

• Potential 2–4%
efficiency
• Tyre life extended by
10%

• Inexpensive
• Behaviour focused

Idle management

• Primarily OEM feature
fitted to new vehicles
• Suited to light-duty
urban application

• Potential 5–8% fuel
savings in light
commercial vehicles

• Duty cycle
considerations

Improved vehicle
aerodynamics

• Higher drag coefficient
equals greater fuel
consumption (all else
being equal)
• Drag increased from
light commercial vehicles
to buses, followed by
rigid trucks and
articulated trucks

• Drag reduction fuel
savings of 3–25%
• Aerodynamic cab
additions can reduce
fuel use by 10–15%
• Trailer modifications
6%+ fuel savings

• Most applicable to
heavy vehicles
operating at high
speed (linehaul
coaches)
• Maximum fuel
savings may not
translate directly to
Australian context

Light-weight trailers

• Articulated trucks and
other combinations (any
trailer)

• Every 10% decrease
in weight can reduce
fuel consumption by
5–10%

• Lightweight
materials come at a
cost premium
• Payback periods

Super-single tyres

• Suitable for road freight
application
• Readily available in the
Australian market

• Potential fuel savings
of 6–12% for highway
and 10% for urban

• Fuel savings
immediately apparent
• Payback dependent
on initial fuel
expenditure and tyre
cost

Refrigeration

• Most systems in
Australia are
produced overseas


Greater
efficiency achieved by
replacing old for new

• New units and
retrofits
can be costly
• Physical constraints
to substituting systems
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4.2.1 Ancillary equipment and accessories
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Vehicle accessories such as lighting, air-conditioning and power steering have a mechanical power
requirement representing around 2% of the overall energy content of fuel used in light vehicles (and
considerably less in heavy vehicles) (IEA 2007, DOE 2008). Implementing more efficient ancillary
systems means less fuel is consumed in powering them.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
All vehicles are equipped with accessories or equipment that can be optimised for efficiency, or
alternatively powered. Some modifications such as lighting can be applied to both truck and trailer
(e.g. LED lights).
Air-conditioning represents the largest usage of energy for vehicle accessories, and this area has
received most attention in research and development.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
High intensity discharge lamps (HIDs) and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) can improve lighting
efficiency by 2 to 10 times over conventional incandescent and halogen lamps, thus reducing fuel
consumption. Well-designed vehicle air-conditioners can also reduce fuel consumption significantly
while providing the same or equivalent cooling.
More efficient alternators and power steering pumps could also improve fuel economy by a further
1%; however, fuel savings are not assured, and may be difficult to quantify without before and after
comparison.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Lighting represents a small proportion of overall costs, and substituting LEDs or HIDs can increase
the lighting cost up to ten-fold. With this in mind, it is important to estimate the existing fuel usage
associated with the accessories, and to quantify the costs for upgrading these systems to determine
the investment case.
While fuel savings are demonstrable in passenger vehicles due to a reduced load on the alternator,
the relative benefits within a heavy vehicle application will be proportionally lower. Although there is
no reason to suggest that this benefit is not transferable to heavy vehicles, the fuel efficiency benefit
is more difficult to quantify due to distinctly different duty cycles and the much higher proportion of
fuel used for moving the load.
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4.2.2 Automated manual transmissions
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
AMTs offer potential fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions reductions by ensuring
optimum gear shifting during driving. The result is more efficient use of the engine’s torque more of
the time by maintaining optimum engine speeds for the conditions.
A distinction to be made is that this opportunity relates to the automation of a conventional manual
gearbox, not the substitution of an automatic (hydrostatic) transmission with torque converter which
is inherently less efficient due to its greater energy losses. An AMT converts a three-pedal manual
gearbox to a two-pedal version by taking automatic control of the clutch function.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
The highly urbanised nature of Australian cities and the stop-start, high gear shifting drive cycles
suggest a high level of fit for urban applications in the Australian context. However, the technology
can also bring benefits in open-road driving.
These systems are typically available as an option on new trucks in particular applications (e.g. i-shift,
powershift, opticruise, etc.). Recent development in the light vehicle sector, particularly in the use of
dual-clutch transmissions, may also soon be available in the heavy duty vehicle market, bringing
further reductions in fuel use.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
The quantum of benefit varies greatly with the skill of the driver, but is largely unverified by
independent back-to-back comparisons in Australian conditions. However, benefits are generally
optimal where the vehicle is subject to frequent gear changing, such as in urban operation. A range
of 1–6% reduction has been seen in overseas tests and manufacturer claims, dependent on duty
cycle. Maintenance costs are reduced via reduced clutch wear, and driveline shunt from poor clutch
use can also be lessened, resulting in lower risk of component failure.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION
AMTs entail a price premium over conventional manual gearboxes due to their sophisticated
control systems, which can cost anywhere from $2000 to $8500 depending on truck and gearbox
specification.
Experience in the US has shown that the fuel savings can deliver an eighteen-month payback on the
incremental cost of the AMT (Kilcarr 2008). However, the duty cycle of the vehicle should be
considered to ensure the benefits suit the application and that fuel savings will be achieved.
Regional and interstate linehaul applications (with reduced gear shifting) are not likely to result in a
short payback period.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
VOLVO I-SHIFT TRANSMISSION (SOURCE 12)
This trucking news article discusses the benefits, including fuel efficiency, of Volvo’s automated
transmission.
While the test driver experienced an approximate 5% inprovement in fuel efficiency, the big
advantage of AMT for heavy vehicles is consistency of fuel usage across different drivers in the fleet.
Volvo says its I-Shift gearbox decides on the optimal gear based on grade, speed, acceleration,
torque demand, loaded weight and air resistance, and with the engine and gearbox in constant
communication. Volvo claims its I-Shift transmission, the first to be equipped with this Eco Roll
feature, saves 36 hp (27 kW), providing a measurable fuel saving (Volvo 2007).
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RTA GREEN TRUCK PARTNERSHIP (SOURCE 13)
This trial sought to conduct an in-field assessment of seven identically configured tipper trucks
running like routes in urban and outer urban Sydney. Data was collected for four Allison automatic
transmission vehicles and three Eaton AMT vehicles over a two-month period, running like duty
cycles (Green Truck Partnership 2011).
The results demonstrate that on average vehicles fitted with an Eaton AMT achieved approximately
11% greater fuel economy than vehicles fitted with the Allison automatic transmission.
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4.2.3	Reduced rolling resistance tyres
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
The rolling resistance of a tyre is the amount of energy required to get a tyre moving, and to keep it
moving. If the amount of rolling resistance can be reduced, the amount of fuel required to move a
vehicle will also be reduced.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Reduced rolling resistance tyres offer genuine potential for fuel savings and emissions reductions
across all vehicle types. They are particularly suited to long-haul applications, allowing for reduced
resistance when driving at higher speeds.
Reduced rolling resistance tyres are currently available in the Australian market and can be adopted
immediately.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Manufacturers’ claims, supported by a number of real-world trials, indicate a likely fuel saving range
of 4–13% for heavy vehicles. Goodyear’s Fuel Max has indicated a range of 4–8% under test
conditions.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
In reducing the rolling resistance of a tyre, differences in design can result in a reduced life span,
and increase maintenance time and costs to the fleet.
Although these costs are typically outweighed by the fuel savings, maintenance cycles and life span
should be considered prior to adoption.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
UK HAULIER (SOURCE 14)
This case study illustrates the fuel savings achieved with the use of reduced rolling resistance tyres in
a heavy vehicle freight application (Department for Transport 2010).
A UK haulier undertook a tyre trial assessing fuel consumption over 140,000 km with two identical
truck units, one with reduced rolling resistance tyres. Fuel savings of 13% were achieved over the
course of the trial. The trial assumed that the energy-efficient tyres would have a shorter life by
one-third; however, even taking this into account, fuel cost savings outweighed the replacement tyre
costs by over $4000 a year.
WALKERS (UK) (SOURCE 15)
A trial by this food distribution operator resulted in a 4% reduction in fuel consumption in the first
six months after fitting energy efficient tyres to part of its fleet.
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4.2.4 Tyre inflation management
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Incorrectly inflated tyres increase both drag and fuel consumption. Monitoring by drivers can be
both labour-intensive and time consuming. Automatic monitoring/inflation systems ensure pressures
remain close to ideal, removing the responsibility from drivers and thus increasing reliability/
accuracy of pressure levels. APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Correctly inflated tyres offer a genuine potential for fuel savings and emissions reductions across the
full range of vehicle types from light passenger vehicles to heavy trucks. Automatic monitoring and
inflation systems are easily fitted as an aftermarket system to most vehicles (or as OEM fitment on
some new vehicles). These systems are particularly suited to long-haul applications to ensure
minimum resistance when driving at high speed and open road conditions.
Establishing tyre monitoring procedures with staff or contractors can be done immediately. The use
of the technology is also relatively straightforward, with automatic tyre inflation systems currently
available on the market.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Depending on existing practices, fuel savings from tyre inflation management systems can amount
to between 1% and 4%, and tyre life extension up to 10%. Overseas manufacturers claim reductions
in fuel use of 2% using automated systems, and a 10% increase in tyre life.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The least expensive approach may be to implement a change in practice by ensuring staff or
contractors are monitoring tyre pressures. This practice can generate instant savings.
If tyre inflation practices are presently optimal, it is unlikely that the automated system would realise
a significant benefit, if any. However, if regular manual monitoring is inconvenient or unreliable, an
automated system may be a better option. Note that the business case justification for this should
also incorporate extended tyre life as a benefit.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
VARIOUS FLEETS (SOURCE 16)
This website provides comments from fleets that have implemented one particular brand of an
automatic tyre inflation system. Although testimonials indicate that the majority of savings relate to
lower maintenance costs, many operators do cite an increase in fuel economy and miles per gallon.
The US Environmental Protection Agency SmartWay program specifies a benefit of 0.6% increase in
fuel consumption, although this is not supported by any specific case studies.
FOREST FREIGHT (SOURCE 17)
This case study undertaken by Transport Canada discusses the fuel efficiency benefits experienced
by forestry products freight trucks with automatic tyre pressure control systems on unsealed
surfaces.
Trucks tested the use of automatic tyre pressure control systems in forestry applications across a
range of surfaces. Lowering tyre pressure on gravel and mud roads was found to reduce fuel
consumption by an average of 3.9%.
On-highway testing was limited and provided no conclusive evidence of fuel savings due to the
small sample size and variability in driver styles.
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4.2.5 Idle management
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Idle-management technologies create an opportunity for increased fuel efficiency by switching off
the primary traction engine when the vehicle is stationary for extended periods (i.e. idling). This may
occur during pick-up and deliveries, and during long periods without acceleration. (In passenger
cars, similar systems operate even during short periods of idling, such as when stopped at traffic
lights.) Fuel savings and emissions reductions arise from the cuts in total engine running time for a
given route or delivery.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Idle management technology is primarily an OEM feature fitted to new vehicles and is particularly
suited to light-duty urban application drive cycles with significant stopping and starting (such as
urban areas). Long periods of idling to power cabin accessories on articulated trucks (hotelling) is
not as common in Australia as it is in North America, but drivers of rigid pick-up and delivery trucks
often leave vehicles idling unnecessarily. As a result, there is deemed to be a high level of relevance
to the Australian transport application.
Passenger and light commercial vehicles are starting to incorporate engine stop-start technology.
However, the nature of the diesel engine in heavy vehicles limits the application of idle-off
technologies to long periods of standby only, owing to heat stress issues.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
In light commercial vehicles, idle management engine technology presents a potential for 5–8% fuel
savings, and a corresponding reduction in GHG emissions from the sector.
Potential idling reductions in heavy vehicles are difficult to quantify as they relate to driver behaviour
and vary significantly from fleet to fleet and driver to driver
Air quality is also improved with reduced idling, as regulated pollutants are in higher concentrations
during unloaded engine operation.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The nature of the duty cycle must be considered prior to implementation of idle-off devices. In the
wrong applications (infrequent stop-start) an acceptable fuel saving and payback period may not be
achieved.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
ISUZU (SOURCE 18)
This news article discusses the new idle-off technology introduced as standard in one model of
Japanese light commercial truck from Isuzu (Green Car Congress 2006a).
In late 2006 Isuzu released a non-hybrid ELF light truck suitable for urban delivery which features an
automatic idling stop and start system as standard.
This vehicle is not currently available in Australia, although Isuzu has trialled the NMR85 hybrid
model which features the technology.
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4.2.6 Improved vehicle aerodynamics
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Aerodynamic drag is created as air resists the movement of a vehicle. The greater the drag, the
harder the vehicle engine has to work and, as a result, more fuel is consumed. At high speeds,
aerodynamic drag can be the largest consumer of energy on a heavy vehicle. As a result, any
improvement in aerodynamic efficiency (reduced drag) can lead to significant fuel savings.
Many new trucks are designed to incorporate aerodynamic considerations by the manufacturer and
vehicles can be retrofitted with additional aerodynamic equipment.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
The higher the drag coefficient of a vehicle, the higher the energy losses, resulting in greater fuel
consumption. The drag coefficient tends to increase from light commercial vehicles to buses,
followed by rigid trucks, and then articulated trucks. The application of aerodynamic improvement
applies most beneficially to heavy vehicles operating at highway speeds. Up to half of the fuel
consumption of highway trucks is attributed to overcoming aerodynamic drag.
Vehicle manufacturers have progressively addressed this opportunity by producing aerodynamically
efficient prime movers. However, the integration of truck and its body/trailer offers three main areas
for potential improvement: the gap between cab and trailer; the gap between trailer and road; and
the rear of the trailer.
Current regulatory constraints prevent fitment of some aero devices, particularly those at the rear of
the trailer due to limits on rear overhang.
Skirtings aimed at reducing cab/trailer gaps may not be as relevant in the Australian road freight
context, as the gap is traditionally shorter than that overseas.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Studies in the US have demonstrated potential fuel savings associated with various aerodynamic
drag reducing measures of between 3% when considered individually, and 24% when implemented
cumulatively. Aerodynamic additions to the cab are estimated to achieve a fuel economy benefit of
10–15%. Trailer modifications such as side skirtings can achieve fuel savings of over 6%.
However, the potential of these savings may not translate fully to Australia due to different vehicle
configurations and regulatory limits on dimensions.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The technology is most applicable to heavy vehicles operating at high speed (linehaul). The most
obvious opportunity is to specify a new vehicle with the aero devices that the manufacturer offers,
particularly because there are few providers of trailer aero kits.
Maximum fuel savings may not translate directly to Australia due to shorter truck-trailer gap, and
limits on rear overhang. Any additions to cab or trailer also make it more prone to damage from
impacts.
Some truck operators have shown a resistance to fitting fairings on the basis that they are prone to
damage and extend the size of an already large trailer.
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4.2.7	Lightweight trailers
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
A truck’s fuel consumption increases with the weight of the vehicle. Many truck components are
typically made of steel. However, the use of aluminium, metal alloys, metal matrix composites and
other lightweight components can reduce tare weight, leading to an improvement in fuel efficiency,
or at least an increase in payload (fuel productivity). Prime mover weight can be reduced by over 500
kg and trailers by over one tonne when manufactured using lighter materials or components.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Lightweight materials benefit both light commercial and heavy vehicle operations, with
modifications to trailers and trucks applicable to both. However, there may be more opportunities
with bodies and trailers than the base truck itself, as manufacturers already try to design for light
weight to optimise the payload.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Every 10% decrease in truck weight can reduce fuel use by 5–10%. Aluminium wheels alone can
reduce trailer weight by between 250–500 kg. The wheels are estimated to achieve a potential fuel
saving of 3–5%.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Lighter materials typically come at a cost premium to the operator, and payback is dependent on
the value of goods carried and vehicle utilisation over the lifetime of ownership. An additional
consideration is the durability of lighter components compared with the rest of the truck, and the
cost associated with any additional component failures.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
MEMS (SOURCE 24)
This case study discusses the impressive fuel savings realised by a UK company with the use of
lightweight materials in rigid truck design.
The delivery fleet of MEMS UK realised a 22% increase in fuel efficiency through the use of
lightweight rigid trucks. At a price premium of 1.5% over the standard model, the company
experienced a 2-year payback period for the technology.
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4.2.8	Super single tyres
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Traditional dual tyres can be replaced with one single-wide tyre. This technology can be applied to
all tractor and trailer tyre positions excepting the steer tyres. Fuel savings are achieved by reducing
the weight and rolling resistance of the tyres and wheels, thereby reducing load on the engine.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
This opportunity has a high level of fit with Australian road freight application and is readily available
in the Australian market for immediate application. There was a period when these tyres were very
popular; however, it appears operators are moving away from this option due to serviceability and
repair considerations. POTENTIAL BENEFITS
SAE International (2005) tests indicated a potential saving in fuel of 6–12% for highway applications
and 10% for suburban. The US Environmental Protection Agency SmartWay program suggests a fuel
saving of 4% with the implementation of single-wide tyres.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Savings can potentially be achieved wherever a dual tyre is fitted. However, since tyres are not
paired there is an issue of immobilisation with the failure of one tyre.
Additionally, although fuel savings are immediately apparent, payback is dependent on initial fuel
expenditure and the cost of tyres.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY (SOURCE 25)
This website discusses the trial of single-wide tyres and the fuel efficiency benefits from fuel
economy tests conducted by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory along a route from Western
Michigan to Portland, Oregon, that involved many types of terrain, varying weather conditions and
different levels of congestion (Green Car Congress 2006b).
Results show that there was about a 2.9% fuel saving in using the new generation single-wide tires
over the standard dual tires.
ROADMASTER (SOURCE 26)
This case study details the fuel savings achieved by a freight company installing super single tyres
on its truck fleet.
Roadmaster first trialled the replacement of dual tyres with super singles over 20 years ago. The
haulier has found that the use of super single tyres reduces rolling resistance and provides a tare
weight benefit, which gives Roadmaster a fuel saving of approximately 8%.
NOSKE GROUP (SOURCE 27)
This case study details the payload benefit and fuel savings achieved by a freight company installing
aluminium super single tyres on its truck fleet.
The Noske Group logistics company trialled the use of aluminium wheels with super single tyres in
its B-Double vehicles. The combination provides a lower tare weight and allows for significant fuel
reductions, or the option of increasing payload.
The initial capital cost of super single tyres was 17% higher than conventional tyres, but delivered
reductions of 7.5% in fuel consumption and offered improvements to vehicle stability and resultant
driver confidence
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4.2.9	Refrigeration
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
For trucks carrying refrigerated loads, both the design and application of the refrigeration unit can
have a significant effect on overall fuel usage. Small truck units are sometimes powered directly from
the vehicle engine, while large truck and trailer units are powered by a stand-alone independent
diesel generator. Simply replacing an older unit with a newer, more fuel-efficient diesel-powered unit
will have an impact. Another alternative is to train staff in the efficient use of refrigeration systems to
minimise heat loss (e.g. unnecessary and lengthy door opening). More innovative approaches are
under development, such as solar-powered trailers, grid charged systems, fuel cell systems, hybrid
systems and the use of liquid nitrogen technology.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
In this area, Australia mostly adopts overseas-developed systems, so the availability of innovative
and low-emissions systems depends on international product plans. Local suppliers indicate that
power units using alternative power sources do not feature prominently in their current plans;
however, efficiency-focused systems are available.
This is a long-term and ongoing opportunity as generators and/or trailers are due to be replaced.
More innovative technologies are yet to reach the commercialisation stage in Australia but viability
depends on the price differential between diesel generation and alternative technology.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Greater fuel efficiency can be achieved by simply replacing old units with newer units, which will in
turn reduce emissions. Emerging technologies are claimed to be less noisy, have lower maintenance
costs (owing to having fewer moving parts), and may eventually be emissions free.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Although the purchase of newer units and retro-fitting can be expensive, the capital cost of
refrigerated transport equipment may account for less than 50% of its whole-of-life cost when
maintenance and other operating expenses are taken into account. There are, however, some
physical constraints to substituting diesel-powered units with alternative technology. For example,
the trailer roof area limits the available power for solar PV, and the additional weight reduces fuel
economy and the amount of cargo that may be carried.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
SOLAR-POWERED REFRIGERATION TRAILERS (SOURCE 28)
This academic report discusses the potential for solar-assisted refrigeration in freight, and past
successes experienced.
The report’s proposed photovoltaic system is capable of displacing 85% of the diesel used to
refrigerate the trailer down to –18°C. The economics of this system are presently unattractive in
Australia because diesel is relatively inexpensive compared to the capital costs of photovoltaic cells.
The situation assessed in the study for Sainsbury’s in the UK is quite different (Section 4.3.3), where
diesel fuel costs are higher – currently over $2.30 per litre – and temperatures are typically less
extreme.
HYBRID CARRIER (SOURCE 29)
This news article discusses the release of a diesel-electric technology-based refrigeration unit for
trailers, along with claims of significant savings in operating costs (CCJ Digital 2010).
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4.3 Driver and corporate practices
Significant fuel savings can be achieved by optimising driver and corporate practices. Opportunities
targeting driver skills, attitudes to driving practices, planning techniques and procedures can
provide significant savings when suitably applied to fleet management strategies.
This section provides an overview of the potential opportunities for improvements to the driver and
corporate practices outlined in Table 4.3, and discussed below.
Table 4.3	Summary of driver and corporate practice opportunities for road
transport
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Opportunity

Application relevance

Benefits

Considerations

Improved vehicle
procurement practices

• Simulation and fleet
modelling programs
available

• Fuel efficiency
associated with fit
for purpose
• Reduced wholeof-life cost

•  Ensure drivers
are trained in
efficient driving

Packaging
minimisation

• Requires further
focus from freight
logistics industry

• Increased customer
service and fuel cost
reductions through
vehicle utilisation
optimisation

• Need to pursue
greatest gains in
light of investment

Night-time
freight movement

• Applicable to
Australian fleet –
consideration to be
given to Council
noise restrictions

• Reduced congested
hours, less idling time,
reduced braking and
gear changing, higher
average speeds

• Low capital cost,
positive industry
response
• Greater risk of
fatigue

Load
consolidation

• Significant discussion
between government
and industry

• Fuel saving potential
of up to 30%

• Re-tasking staff
or vehicles
* Vehicle pooling
challenges
• Vehicle branding

Improved
driver practices

• Successful
international
programs
• Emerging
within Australia

• Fuel saving of
14–20%

• High uncertainty
around ability to
repeat/maintain
savings
• Low implementation
cost
• Employee turnover
to be considered

Preventive
maintenance
procedures

• Relevant for
all equipment
and machinery
and fleets

• Emissions abatement
potential up to 5%

• Ability to quantify
and attribute
benefits directly
may be difficult
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Carrier Transicold unveiled a new hybrid trailer refrigeration unit featuring next generation technologies.
The Vector 6600MT unit provides high refrigeration capacity and delivers up to 20% greater fuel
efficiency than its predecessor. By taking advantage of AC power, fuel is conserved, emissions are
eliminated, noise is reduced and potential operating savings of 40–70% can be realised.
MAXITRANS ECO-FRIDGE (SOURCE 30)
This news release details the presentation of a nitrogen-powered refrigerated trailer by MaxiTRANS, and
the potential economic carbon and operational benefits that it brings.
Eco-Fridge, a liquid nitrogen–powered refrigerated trailer, is claimed to be the most advanced, silent
running and emission-free unit for cost-effective temperature-controlled transport.
Capital and operating costs are currently being evaluated in field trials under Australian operating
conditions. Indications from other locations are that operational savings compared to conventional
refrigeration systems may be achievable.
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4.3.1 Improved vehicle procurement practices
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
This opportunity could be summarised as the purchase of trucks that are appropriate for their
purpose. The primary objective should be to obtain a vehicle that is neither over-specified for its
intended function (excessive weight, performance and cost) nor under-specified (requiring
overloading, intensive use, accelerated component failures and high fuel consumption). The
principles apply equally to truck bodies and trailers as they do to the base vehicle.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Some new truck dealers offer simulation or modelling programs that can help customers determine
the most appropriate specification for their new truck in its particular duty cycle or application. Yet,
with the heavy vehicle fleet in Australia being quite old by international standards, the opportunity
applies equally to specifying new vehicles (e.g. gear ratios, engine size, cab design) as it does to
selecting used vehicles for purchase.
In terms of fuel consumption and greenhouse emissions, some state governments are developing
buying guides and rating systems to assist operators in evaluating their fuel consumption and
greenhouse performance against a set of industry benchmarks. The principles of ‘fit for purpose’
procurement can be implemented whenever vehicles are due for replacement, refurbishment or
upgrade.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Poorly-specified trucks waste fuel and cost more to operate than necessary. By ensuring that trucks
are well-suited for their purpose instead of just newer, bigger and more powerful, operators can
achieve the lowest consumption per unit of power. Whole-of-life costs and maintenance costs are
also reduced when engines and drivetrains are not overworked
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Trucks with larger engines can provide greater flexibility within a fleet to cover a greater range of
tasks. However, this flexibility must be weighed against the cost of running larger engine class
vehicles if smaller trucks would also perform the task at lower cost to the operator. An important
supplementary opportunity is ensuring that drivers are trained to operate their truck in the most
efficient manner.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
TRUCK BUYER’S GUIDE (SOURCE 31)
The Truck Buyers Guide is a joint initiative by the Victorian, New South Wales and Australian
governments aimed at informing the reader and promoting the uptake of low emission small trucks
(Department of Infrastructure and Transport 2011).
BOC LIMITED (SOURCE 32)
This case study by the UK Department for Transport (2011) follows the progress of BOC. By revising
their procurement policy and modifying the specification of their vehicles BOC managed to reduce
fuel consumption by 3.6%. This was achieved by the simple act of replacing wide single tyres on the
steer axle with standard tyres and achieved a cost saving of almost £1000. Although this is a UK
example it still illustrates the impact that such a measure can have across a vehicle fleet.
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4.3.2 Packaging minimisation
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
This opportunity may be considered as two complementary approaches: reducing the overall level
of packaging; and optimising what packaging there is to permit efficient loading into the vehicle
– for example, by allowing stacking without additional containers. These strategies allow maximum
utilisation of the space within a vehicle body or trailer, improving its productivity (fuel or emissions
per unit of payload).
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Commitments and some progress have been made in this area under the auspices of the National
Packaging Covenant, but this issue would benefit from greater focus by the freight logistics industry
and its customers. By focusing on the condition and safety of customer loads, operators can work
with customers to reduce or eliminate protective packaging from the supply chain, freeing up
additional space for more product and therefore more income for the transport operator.
In some cases, improvements are easily captured with a small amount of cooperation between
transport operator and freight customer. In other cases, a great deal of collaboration is required
along the entire supply chain, and trials may be required to ensure service quality is maintained
while reducing packaging.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Fleets can offer increased customer service and reduce fuel costs by optimising vehicle utilisation.
The freight customer also benefits from a product that has a lower environmental impact and lower
transportation costs per unit.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
While a reduction in packaging weight can increase freight capacity, this should be pursued at the
point where the greatest gains can be made (which may be at the point of manufacture rather than
distribution). Significant investments may be required to ensure that goods are protected with
reduced packaging. New handling methods may also need to be implemented.
On the other hand, collaboration between the transport operator and the freight customer can lead
to long-term partnerships that make business planning more certain. It can also increase the
operator’s appeal in the eyes of other customers.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
TESCO (SOURCE 33)
This case study examines Tesco, a UK-based supermarket chain, which achieved significant
packaging savings (IGD 2009a). Tesco re-launched their chickens in a new 68% lighter form-shrink
pack, migrating away from a standard tray and film pack. In addition, this pack has also improved
supply chain efficiency through increased crate fill. The new design achieved 14,000 fewer pallets
and 540 less vehicle movements. In Australia there are few companies that have such a wide-ranging
influence on the total supply chain but this case study demonstrate how a freight company could
work with its customers to achieve greater efficiencies with mutual rewards.
ETTAR CASE STUDY (SOURCE 34)
This case study presentation walks the reader through the common scenario of how to achieve
optimal vehicle utilisation (ETTAR 2011). Although this is told from a manufacturer’s perspective it
covers a wide range of issues, including packaging redesign and the considerations that must be
taken into account.
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UPS (SOURCE 35)
This case study follows the progress of a joint project between the US Environmental Defence Fund
and the world’s largest express delivery service, UPS. Together they improved packaging design to
achieve increased functionality, decrease costs, significantly decrease their environmental impact
and enhance brand image. These actions have catalysed industry-wide change (Environmental
Defence Fund 1998).
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4.3.3	Night-time freight movement
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Given the increasing level of road congestion during peak periods and the longer duration of these
congested periods, one solution is to move road freight vehicles at night, when the level of
congestion on the metropolitan networks is likely to be relatively low, making freight movements in
urban areas more efficient. This action would improve average fuel consumption by reducing idling
time in congested traffic, and reducing the overall time that vehicles spend driving.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
While there are many examples of this opportunity working, it is important for operators to work
with their customers and consult with their local council to mitigate against the impacts of increased
night-time noise in residential areas. One solution may be to restrict night-time operations to
vehicles that only comply with the latest drive-by noise standards.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Travelling outside peak, congested hours results in less idling time in traffic, reduced levels of
braking and gear changing, and potentially higher average speeds. Combined, these can contribute
to lower overall fuel use, reduced air pollution levels, and reduced wear on the brakes and
drivetrain.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
There is low capital cost and a strong positive response from industry associated with this
opportunity. However, driving at night entails greater risk of a fatigue-related crash than driving
during the day, due to the impact of the circadian cycle on fatigue levels. Additionally driver and
warehousing staff pay rates may increase to accommodate night-time driving.
While simple in principle, this can be complex and difficult to implement in practice. Resources and
access need to be made available at the delivery location; drivers and vehicles need to be shifted to
unusual hours; and driving behaviour needs to be adjusted for sensitivity to local issues (noise, light,
traffic). This may take months to plan, trial and execute. Many councils are also implementing
curfews on night-time deliveries to suburban locations, suggesting any attempt to pursue this
opportunity needs to be advanced in collaboration with local authorities.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
SAINSBURY’S (SOURCE 36)
This case study outlines the 2007 trial of night-time deliveries undertaken by Sainsbury’s and
Wandsworth Borough Council (Freight Transport Association 2011). Jointly they had the restrictions
lifted at the supermarket in Wandsworth for a period of three months in order to demonstrate that
night-time deliveries do not have a detrimental impact on local residents and the local community.
Journey times reduced by 30 minutes each way from depot to store, giving a 60 minute total
reduction per trip. In terms of driver hour, this equated to a saving of two hours per day.
Extrapolating this over a year for this store would save over £16,000 or over 700 hours per year. The
trial took two journeys off the road during the most congested periods, equating to over 700 vehicle
journeys per year. In CO2 terms, this equates to a saving of 68 t of CO2 per year. In terms of fuel
utilisation, this equates to over 25,000 L per year. Feedback from customers has been extremely
positive as products are now available upon store opening. No complaints were received from local
residents in relation to noise during the trial. Although this is a UK study, the implications for industry
remain the same – the study highlights the necessity to work in conjunction with local authorities.
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4.3.4	Load consolidation
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
This opportunity is strongly linked to reducing the total kilometres travelled. Loads can be
consolidated from smaller vehicles into larger vehicles (e.g. semi-trailer to B-Double) and loaded in
such a way as to maximise carrying capacity. Additional opportunities to achieve full vehicle
utilisation are back loading and/or cooperation between fleets and/or customers who agree to pool
resources.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
There is significant discussion between government and industry surrounding maximising vehicle
loads. One of the key barriers to the adoption of this innovation relates to the capacity of the
existing New South Wales road network (particularly road bridges) to support the higher load
vehicles.
One of the least tractable challenges in road transport operations is reducing the empty running of
vehicles by finding opportunities to backload trucks after their primary delivery. Load consolidation
at least reduces the overall number of trucks running empty, if not the overall capacity.
It can take considerable time for fleets to review and establish new loading practices, purchase extra
trailers and partner with customers who wish to work together to consolidate loads. The decision
process in getting management agreement on this issue in the first place can take even longer.
However, the benefits can begin to accrue immediately in terms of fuel savings, staff workload and
reduced congestion on the road network (which may not be an immediate or obvious benefit for the
operator).
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Operators can experience fuel savings through more efficient use of their fleets. The elimination of
empty running vehicles holds a fuel saving and carbon abatement potential of up to 30%. In
addition, operators may find that they are able to offer increased flexibility to customers.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Apart from issues related to re-tasking staff or vehicles within the fleet, load consolidation on an
internal (company basis) can be fairly straightforward.
When pooling vehicles between operators there are obviously greater challenges to resolve,
including protecting competitive advantage for each business, vehicle branding issues and sharing
cost savings fairly, without revealing sensitive information to a competitor. Strategic rationalisation
issues can also complicate this process (whose driver to use and, if staff reductions are necessary,
who undertakes these), as can the need to track load, fuel, delivery and cost information in a way
that may overwhelm current practices and information systems.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
LINDSAY TRANSPORT (SOURCE 37)
Opportunities identified in the 2008 EEO Report shows how Lindsay Transport sought to consolidate
their freight into B-Double consignments where possible with the aim of reducing the number of
prime movers required as a proportion of the total freight task. The proportion of the fleet that is
now B-Double rated has risen from 42% to 50% in that reporting period (Lindsay Transport 2010).
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HIGH-PRODUCTIVITY VEHICLES (SOURCE 38)
This case study outlines ways to minimise the impact of the doubling of forestry freight in the Green
Triangle Region. The study includes analysis of performance of current operations and the
suggested efficiency improvements of different fleet configurations which include quad B-Doubles
and steerable wheel trailers.
The authors identify that the use of B-Doubles would reduce the required fleet size by 25%. A road
train could achieve a further 15% reduction in fleet size, with up to 8000 fewer truck movements a
year, cost savings of over 27%, and fuel savings of up to 22%.
FOCUS (SOURCE 39)
This case study of Focus, a DIY store in the UK, highlights how double-deck trailers (compared to
vehicles with single decks) can improve the efficiency of a business by increasing load volume,
cutting unnecessary mileage and reducing fleet size. Focus found that in comparison to a singledeck trailer fuel costs were reduced by £108 (based on a fuel price of £0.70/L) and they consequently
had lower CO2 emissions (Department for Transport 2011b).
ETTAR CASE STUDY (SOURCE 40)
This case study presentation walks the reader through the common scenario of how to achieve
optimal vehicle utilisation (ETTAR 2011). Although this is told from a manufacturer’s perspective it
covers a wide range of issues but mainly looks at rethinking the loading layout in trucks to maximise
carrying capacity.
JW SUCKLING TRANSPORT LTD (SOURCE 41)
This case study shows how one fleet grouped operation for the distribution of different products for
a number of customers within a similar geographical region using a single vehicle. This in turn
reduced distance travelled, fuel costs and vehicle utilisation (Department for Transport 2011c).
NESTLE AND UNITED BISCUITS (SOURCE 42)
This case study explores the initiative of sharing loads on trucks. By overcoming the barrier of
competitive advantage and consolidating their loads, United Biscuits and Nestle jointly removed
over 280,000 truck kilometres a year from the road network (IGD 2009b).
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4.3.5 Improved driver practices
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Improved driver practices (also called eco-driving) refers to a system of driving in which optimum
fuel economy is achieved by the vehicle operator. It incorporates a range of driving behaviours such
as smoother driving (gentle acceleration and braking), driving slower, less idling, and looking ahead
to anticipate traffic flow. These can be tailored to a company’s fleet and translated into a training
curriculum.
Driver training can be conducted either via advanced driving courses or simple classroom
instructions. It should also include vehicle-specific training to cover the systems and characteristics
of the particular trucks and the road network used. One example is an IT-based system which gives
truck drivers direct feedback and tips on how to refine their driving style. However, there are also
more simple approaches such as increasing awareness of the effects that bad driving has on the
environment, and providing leaflets, weekly tips and newsletters to employees.
While there is little doubt that the elements of improved driver practices can lower fuel
consumption, questions remain about the permanence of the fuel savings after the initial
intervention. Without regular practice of new skills and reinforcement by the employer, pilot
programs have shown that old behaviours may resurface. Ongoing training is therefore critical to
long-term success.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Countries including Canada and the United Kingdom are successfully running voluntary driver
behaviour change programs; however, the potential to reduce fuel consumption and emissions
through driver behaviour change in Australia still remains relatively unexplored.
Although some private companies are already promoting improved driver practices, feedback has
indicated difficulties instigating organisational culture change and a lack of conviction in potential
fuel and greenhouse savings.
Driver training courses are publicly available from some commercial driver training providers.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Studies show that as well as significant fuel savings, drivers have been shown to experience lower
stress levels, increased confidence in vehicle handling and greater job satisfaction. An organisation
can reduce CO2 emissions, reduce wear and tear on its fleet, develop a safer culture and effectively
manage risk by reducing vehicle and personal injury.
Pilot programs have seen operators experience a reduction of up to 14% in fuel consumption. In
2007, the International Transport Forum concluded that one-off campaigns to encourage fuelefficient driving tends to deliver fuel savings of 5%, compared with programs that involve initial
education, follow-up communication and ongoing monitoring and incentives, delivered savings of
up to 20%.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Improved driver practices are subject to high uncertainties regarding actual GHG savings potential.
However, the implementation cost is low compared with some technologies and alternative fuels;
and cost savings begin immediately, starting with lower crash and fuel costs.
The turnover of employees is important – education investment may be lost if employees are trained
and then depart.
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Companies may wish to undertake a pilot program to clarify the benefits before rolling out the
program to all staff. This can take up to 18 months depending on the size of the company. Training
providers can integrate eco-driving into other compliance-based training certifications which may
help to reduce costs.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
INTERNATIONAL ROAD TRANSPORT UNION (SOURCE 43)
The IRU has compiled a free, downloadable reference guide that can be supplied to drivers and
fleet managers and which acts as a reminder of simple eco-driving techniques. It also includes some
general preventive maintenance techniques (IRU 2009).
LINFOX (SOURCE 44)
The 2009 EEO Report from Linfox discusses their eco-driving program. Linfox trained all drivers from
an initial pilot of 180 over an 18-month timeframe. The early results have shown that staff
demonstrated 14% fuel efficiency gains when individual vehicles have been measured (Linfox 2009).
BLUE CIRCLE SOUTHERN CEMENT (SOURCE 45)
Monash University conducted a 12-week study of fully-laden 68 t B-Double trucks, one of the
heaviest vehicles on the road. The results showed that simply by using eco-driving techniques a 27%
reduction in fuel consumption was achieved. The techniques used included anticipating traffic flow,
skipping gears when changing up, changing gears at lower engine revolutions, and braking less
forcefully and less often (Monash University 2009).
AUSTRALIA POST (SOURCE 46)
This 2009 EEO Report outlines the preparations that Australia Post took to pilot an environmental
driver program aimed at reducing fuel consumption through behavioural change. The pilot was
implemented from August 2009 to January 2010, finalised in response to feedback from February to
April 2010, and rolled out nationally from July 2010. This is a good indication of the timeframe other
such organisations could adopt.
TOLL IPEC (CR–BCI) (SOURCE 47)
This Australian Transport News article clearly summarises the WA Government’s Clean Run program,
in partnership with Toll IPEC (ATN 2008). The program has found that companies can save $300
worth of diesel a year and reduce diesel emissions by up to 200 L in the same period by having light
commercial drivers cut idling times by three hours per week. The joint initiative was so successful
that Toll-IPEC has found 79% of its drivers have extended environmentally friendly practices by
turning off lights as well as reducing idling when driving their cars.
BOC LIMITED (SOURCE 48)
In this case study the employers paid what many in the industry considered to be the top wage for
drivers and it was assumed therefore that their drivers would be the most competent. However, a
driver development package designed with the vehicle and engine manufacturers managed to
improve fleet fuel efficiency by 4.3% or 334,000 L of diesel (BOC 2011).
TRANSCO (SOURCE 49)
This case study highlights the different measures that Transco employed to reduce their
environmental footprint. A successful initiative was when staff attended an environmental training
course and key messages were then constantly reinforced through regular communication such as
placing effective posters in prominent locations (Department for Transport 2011d).
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KALARI (SOURCE 50)
This EEO Report outlines the measures that Kalari has taken to continually educate its staff and
reinforce eco-driving behaviours taught to staff through the use of a simulator.
The simulator, which can be easily transported from depot to depot, addresses fuel efficiency driving
techniques, preventive maintenance and the importance of route planning.
Average fuel efficiency improvement has been 5%, with some drivers achieving up to 10%.
VEOLIA (SOURCE 51)
This EEO Report outlines how Veolia distributed educational material for its truck drivers aimed at
reducing idle time on trucks. The materials showed the amount of fuel, money and greenhouse
emissions that can be reduced through idle reduction.
At the Hobart plant, Veolia recorded an average reduction in idle time of 10 minutes a day which
they predict will save up to 5000 L of diesel a year.
SCANIA (SOURCE 52)
This press release from Scania describes an IT-based system that gives truck drivers direct feedback
and tips on how to refine their driving style − and saves up to 10% on fuel. The system enables
major cost reductions and environmental improvements. In a truck driven 200,000 km per year, it can
save more than SEK60,000 (about €6000) and cut CO2 emissions by 16 t (Scania 2009).
FREIGHT BEST PRACTICE GUIDE (SOURCE 53)
This guide developed by the Department for Transport in the UK gives a brief overview of all fuel
savings tips. It has been specifically designed so that employees can carry it in their jacket pocket or
in their cab (Department for Transport 2011a).
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4.3.6 Preventive maintenance procedures
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Drivers are likely to be the first to spot tell-tale signs of vehicle trouble and cost ahead. For example,
a driver is likely to be the first to notice dragging brakes because of their immediate effect on
vehicle performance. There are regular formal maintenance checks that drivers and anybody in close
contact with the vehicle should carry out. The frequency and type of maintenance may vary from
vehicle to vehicle.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Preventive maintenance is a relevant opportunity for all equipment and machinery. Many fleet
managers and drivers will already be aware of the importance of this measure as a way of preventing
breakdowns, but may not have considered the importance of regular maintenance and prompt
repairs in the context of fuel savings.
While the process can be started immediately, it may take some time to assess the vehicle
requirements and set up a workable schedule.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
These programs offer the potential to deliver reduced average fuel consumption rates by ensuring
that vehicles are tuned for optimal operating performance. There is emissions abatement potential
up to 5%. Improving the way vehicles are maintained may also increase vehicle resale values.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Although there is some potential to optimise fuel efficiency and improve the greenhouse
performance of vehicles, the overall benefit may be considered low and the ability to quantify and
attribute this benefit directly is also difficult. The positive effect on resale values may be sufficient
justification.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
FREIGHT BEST PRACTICE GUIDE (SOURCE 54)
This guide from the UK Department for Transport is intended to help logistics and transport
professionals better understand how preventive maintenance can improve the efficiency and reduce
the whole-of-life vehicle costs of freight operations. The guide is supported by eleven case studies
from the UK Department for Transport (2011a).
HOW TO IMPLEMENT A PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM (SOURCE 55)
This feature article acts as a step-by-step guide for a fleet operator to implement their own
preventive maintenance program (Government Fleet 2006).
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SECTION 5.0
Energy efficiency opportunities
for rail transport
5.1

Alternative drivetrain technologies

5.2	fuel efficiency improvements

Marcus Wong

5.3

Intermodal transfer improvements
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This section provides a catalogue of potential opportunities for improving energy efficiency in rail
transport applications, detailing the specific application, potential benefits, implementation
considerations and case study examples of where the opportunities have been applied.
Energy efficiency opportunities are classified into three broad strategies, namely:
•

alternative drivetrains technologies

•

fuel efficiency improvements

•

intermodal transfer improvements.

Rail transport operators may use this catalogue to identify suitable opportunities, bearing in mind
the key considerations of (a) relevance to their particular operations, (b) practical implementation, (c)
economic viability, and (d) the delivery of material energy efficiency improvements. Examples for
each opportunity are identified with a source number that corresponds to the list of examples found
in Appendix B.

5.1 Alternative drivetrain technologies
As with their road transport application, alternative drivetrain technologies for rail transport have the
potential to provide energy efficiency opportunities with documented fuel reduction savings.
Limited Australian experience and low applicability of some technologies need to be taken into
account when considering the level of fit with Australian rail transport applications. This section
provides an overview of the potential opportunities for the alternative drivetrain technologies
outlined in Table 5.1, and discussed below.
Table 5.1	Summary of alternative drivetrain technology opportunities for rail
transport
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Opportunity

Application relevance

Benefits

Considerations

Engine switching
locomotives

• Limited applicability
within Australia

• Case study fuel
savings between 37%
and 49% compared to
conventional
switching/shunting
locomotive

• Limited payback
information

Hybrid drivetrains

• Demonstrated benefits
on certain Australian
routes

• Reduced
maintenance
requirements
• Reduced fuel
consumption

• Capital cost, weight,
size and noise

Battery storage

• Limited Australian
experience
• Low applicability

• Fuel consumption
reduction of 25%

• No purchases
identified that did not
have government
grant support
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5.1.1 Engine switching locomotives
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
In an engine-switching locomotive, multiple smaller efficient engines provide power on demand
instead of one conventional large engine. Automatic adjustments are made to the number of
engines used at any given time to conserve fuel while providing the power and torque required. By
switching the required number of engines on, each one is able to be run at its most efficient speed
(compared with one larger engine having to be throttled up and down to adjust power and torque).
As a concept, this technology is broadly comparable to ‘variable cylinder management’, which
enables road vehicles to run on six, four or three cylinders depending on speed and load conditions.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
The applicability of this concept in Australia is limited. Experience suggests that benefits may be
accessible only at low throttle levels as there may be some sacrifice of power compared to a
conventional single diesel. This may restrict application to switching/shunting locomotives which
move cars within a rail yard terminal. This limitation is supported by a general lack of linehaul
applications to date.
An additional point for context is that the use of gensets in North America has been largely driven
by US Environmental Protection Agency regulations to reduce harmful pollutants affecting urban
areas in close proximity to rail yards. Similar regulations do not apply in Australia.
If they were to be adopted in Australia, new locomotives from US and Canadian-based suppliers
would need to be re-engineered for Australian conditions and gain certification to operate on local
track. Some rebuilds from older engines in the US use off-the-shelf components but there is a lack of
Australian technology providers and installers.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Case studies indicate expected fuel savings of between 37% and 49% compared with a conventional
switching/shunting locomotive. The upper end of estimated savings are achieved when combined
with hybrid regenerative braking technology. The ability to achieve fuel savings when compared to a
conventional diesel will be attributed to the power requirements dictated by the locomotive’s duty
cycle.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Switcher locomotives cost from US$1.3m to US$1.4m each. However, rebuilt switcher locomotives
are 30–40% less expensive but still up to six times more expensive than regular locomotives. No
information is available with regards to the capital cost for linehaul applications.
Payback information is very limited. It is worth noting that many US rail operators have only
considered genset investment decisions with the assistance of government funding (up to 80%
contribution from federal and state programs) due to the additional air quality benefits.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
GREEN RAIL NEWS (SOURCE 56)
This website provides good information on the procurement of genset locomotives and their
respective buyers in North America. Australian rail operators may find this useful to track the volume
and type of alternative drivetrain locomotives available. Forums for discussing the details of hybrid
switching locomotives are hosted on this website (Green Rail News 2011).
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UNION PACIFIC WEBSITE (SOURCE 57)
This website outlines environmental management initiatives such as the development of the first
prototype genset switcher in 2005, purchase of the world’s largest genset fleet of over 160
locomotives, and testing of a genset for intermediate linehaul service (Union Pacific 2011a).
CSX CORPORATION WEBSITE (SOURCE 58)
This website details the purchase of 8 gensets in 2009. Although capital cost information is provided
there is no information on fuel saving performance (CSX 2011).
RAILWAY AGE ARTICLE (SOURCE 59)
This media article on the Brookville Equipment Corp Identifies performance improvements of using
genset switchers (up to 49% achieved to date) (Railway Age 2009).
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5.1.2 AC traction
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
AC traction systems replace conventional DC traction motors in a locomotive. They provide higher
levels of wheel to rail adhesion and enable less powerful locomotives, or a smaller number of
locomotives, to be used for a specific task.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Australian operators have demonstrated benefits on certain routes that were originally operated by
conventional DC locomotives. The available benefits will be dependent on grade severity and other
specific factors.
Case studies indicate that technology adoption is likely to require a long procurement process. Part
of the reason for this is that specific design adaptations for Australia must account for a smaller
kinematic envelope compared to some overseas applications and requirements.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Although AC traction can reduce fuel consumption, the potential benefits may depend on the
mixture of performance of other locomotives on the same track (i.e. may be reduced to slowest track
running time).
Other benefits for the operator include reduced maintenance requirements due to the fewer
number of locomotives performing the same tasks, and quicker servicing turnaround times.
Supporting this argument, a Halcrow study (on behalf of SCT Logistics) indicated that 20% of
maintenance issues related solely to the specific technology associated with DC traction.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Available US data suggests that the premium over a DC locomotive has reduced from 40% when AC
traction was first introduced in the mid-1990s, to about 10% in recent years
The primary drawback of AC traction systems is the cost. However, other considerations that have
required resolution include size, weight and noise.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
INTRODUCING THE NEXT GENERATION LOCOMOTIVE TO THE AUSTRALIAN RAIL NETWORK
(SOURCE 60)
This detailed case study discusses Australia’s first AC traction locomotive certified to operate across
the Interstate Rail Network (specifically Melbourne to Perth). Detailed planning and modelling is
illustrated using cost benefit analysis to explain the decision for choosing AC traction. SCT Logistics
achieved up to 30% more loading with AC traction and this enabled two or three locomotives to
replace four DC traction locomotives (Ramsey et al 2008).
ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF MODERN AC TRACTION TECHNOLOGY (SOURCE 61)
This Queensland Rail case study describes the advantages of AC Traction Technology, notably the
ability to substitute five DC locomotives with three AC locomotives (Latour et al. 2008).
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5.1.3	Hybrid drivetrains
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
A series hybrid locomotive operates on the same principle as a series hybrid motor vehicle. All
propulsion power is derived directly from a large battery, with a smaller diesel generator providing
recharges to the battery as its charge is depleted to maintain power requirements. A regenerative
braking system can be integrated into the hybrid combination to convert kinetic energy back into
electricity to be stored when braking.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
There is limited Australian experience with these systems and the applicability is also low. US studies
indicate that benefits may be accessible only when used in low horsepower switching operations,
given that full power is needed only intermittently and for only relatively short periods. This
limitation is supported by a general lack of linehaul applications using the technology. As with
genset locomotives, the use of hybrid switching locomotives in the US has been largely driven by
Environmental Protection Agency regulations to reduce harmful pollutants affecting urban areas in
close proximity to rail yards.
Limited opportunities have been identified to purchase or transfer technology to Australian
operation beyond a central Queensland coal haulage trial. The commercial linehaul hybrid being
released in the US will not be suitable for non-standard gauge rail networks (much of Australia).
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Some manufacturers claim a fuel consumption reduction of approximately 25%. Current experience
suggests that hybrid switching locomotives can reduce diesel fuel use by around 15% and the next
generation of locomotives could contribute to a 5–10% improvement in fuel efficiency for linehaul
operations. In addition to regenerative braking, hybrids also benefit from allowing the dieselgenerator to run at a constant speed (the most efficient operating point) to reduce fuel consumption
by buffering energy demands with the battery.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
No purchases of hybrid locomotives were identified that did not have government grant support. US
rail operators have indicated that current fuel savings do not meet their return on investment
threshold. Additionally some trials have encountered performance issues with defective battery
components that required a locomotive recall after batteries over heated.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
UNION PACIFIC MEDIA ARTICLE (SOURCE 62)
Provides information on air quality and fuel saving improvements form the purchase of 10 ‘Green
Goat’ hybrid switch locomotives. Australian rail operators may identify useful metrics of performance
improvement that Union Pacific presents publicly (Union Pacific 2005).
GE TRANSPORT FACT SHEET (SOURCE 63)
This fact sheet identifies a current engineering prototype of a linehaul battery-hybrid. Potential fuel
savings are expected to be 15% (GE Transport 2011).
EVALUATION OF BATTERY POWER BOOSTED FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES (SOURCE 64)
This academic case study may be useful for coal haulage operators as it simulates gradient profile
and distances that are common with this task. The simulations performed demonstrate upper and
lower bounds of the effectiveness of regenerative braking in freight haul applications. Short trains
showed higher regenerative efficiencies than longer trains on the same track. Experience over mildly
undulating track demonstrated limited gains from regenerative braking of 0.2% to 4% (Bearham
2007).
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5.1.4	Battery storage
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
This opportunity relates to a fully electric, battery-powered locomotive. The charge in the batteries
may be replenished by either regenerative braking, or via grid-connected charging points.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Energy storage is a key restriction on range if storage is used. Only one prototype has been
developed using this technology. This suggests a long timeframe before a commercially viable
system can be competitive and adopted on a wide scale.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
The prototype storage system is charged from the grid and can avoid the use of all diesel fuel by
charging 1080 12-volt batteries. One charge is expected to provide three eight-hour switching
locomotive duty cycles.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Capital cost is prohibitive at this early stage. No performance information was provided.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
NORFOLK SOUTHERN WEBSITE (MEDIA RELEASE) (SOURCE 65)
This media release discusses features of the NS 999 prototype, a plug-in all-electric 1500 hp
switching locomotive. It uses a lead-acid energy storage system composed of 1080 12-volt batteries.
This resource is useful for operators wishing to understand the development stage of the
technology and key constraints (Norfolk Southern 2009).
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5.2 Fuel efficiency improvements
In general, fuel efficiency improvements for rail transportation are becoming more cost-effective as
the price of diesel and scale of production increases, and as reliability improves. Successful
application of fuel efficiency opportunities is largely dependent on a number of factors including
available technology, technical feasibility, commercial viability and overcoming barriers to adoption
associated with both operating life and expense. This section provides an overview of the potential
opportunities for fuel efficiency improvements outlined in Table 5.2, and discussed below.
Table 5.2	Summary of fuel efficiency improvement opportunities for rail transport
Opportunity

Application relevance

Benefits

Considerations

Weight reduction

• Local rolling stock
manufacturers are
available to design
wagons

• No case study
information

• Productivity
comparisons

Double stacking

• Permitted in
certain corridors

• Potential to carry
30–40% more freight
by weight

• Requires use of
low-floor wagons
• Changes to rail yard
practices

Driver assistance
software

• Australian trials
undertaken
• Market penetration

• Fuel savings in range
of
5–20%

• Performance
uncertainty

Auxiliary power
systems

• Relevant to Australia

• No case study
information

• Uncertain business
case
• Performance
uncertainty in
Australian conditions
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Improved
aerodynamics

• Greatest application
along whole train length

• Fuel savings up to
10%

• High capital cost
• Vulnerable to
damage

Electronically
controlled pneumatic
(ECP) brakes

• Extensive Australian
trials
• Rapid adoption

• Fuel savings in the
range of 4–11%

• Time out for retrofit
• Payback realised
depending on amount
of trains equipped
with ECP brakes

Idle management
devices

• Limited opportunities
for main line applications
due to regulations

• Fuels savings
dependent on time
spent idling in normal
operation
• Noise and air quality
benefits

• Most studies
indicated need for
government funding

Speed management

• Opportunities may be
limited by scheduling
and service quality
standards
• Operator simulations
conducted

• Varied fuel savings
– simulations indicated
up to 8–11% savings

• Little capital cost
• Increased travel time
(potential intermodal
costs)
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5.2.1	Weight reduction
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
The weight of rolling stock can be reduced with improved design and by replacing existing
mechanical control systems with electronic fly-by-wire systems. This increasing of each wagon’s load
factor (payload of the wagon as a proportion of the total gross mass) will lead to fuel savings.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Local rolling stock manufacturers are available to design wagons that result in reduced tare mass.
This has a positive effect on fuel efficiency by increasing wagon freight capacity (i.e. reduced fuel
consumed to move each wagon).
Weight reduction would normally be procured across a large number of wagons. The procurement
process will occupy at least a year and long lead times on materials are likely to extend manufacture
beyond two years.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
No case study information is available to demonstrate fuel savings from weight reduction. However,
a positive effect on fuel efficiency on a per-tonne-freight-carried basis is expected. While load
factors may improve, weight reduction can impact on strength of each wagon and reduce safety.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Freight cars used in carload service have much lower productivity (annual loaded miles) than those
used in unit-train service. This means any given innovation will yield a much higher return on
investment from unit-train cars than from carload-service cars. This limits the opportunities to apply
fuel-saving technologies to cars used in mixed freight.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
EU TRANSPORT GHG: ROUTES TO 2050 (TECHNICAL PAPER 3) (SOURCE 66)
This paper provides references to a number of studies and summaries key opportunities in reducing
mass of rolling stock to improve fuel consumption (Hazeldine et al. 2009).
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5.2.2	Double stacking
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
In the Australian context, where double-stacking is possible it refers to the process of placing one
hi-cube container (9’ 6” or 2.896 m high) on top of another hi-cube container. This requires a
low-floor wagon to be used so that the top of the stack is no higher than 6.5 m above the top of the
rail.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
In Australia payloads are subject to lower axle-load limits and have smaller loading outlines on some
routes. Double-stacking capability is now permitted with greater clearance on the Parkes–Adelaide–
Perth line/segment. No efforts have been made to enable double-stacking on the North–South
corridor where loading clearances are currently restricted to single-stacking of hi-cube containers.
If network capacity is sufficient for double stacking it is still dependent on availability of low-floor
wagons and capacity to change rail yard practices.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Trains with this capability can often carry 30–40% more freight by weight than equivalent simple
length single-stacked trains using the same locomotive power. The potential to reduce network
traffic may also result in the adoption of more double stacked trains.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Double stacking would require the use of low-floor wagons to convey double stacked containers.
Changes to rail yard practices may require additional investment.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
INTRODUCTION OF DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER TRAIN ON INDIAN RAILWAY (SOURCE 67)
This study describes the merits of adopting double stacking capability in India. The key benefit of
this study is that it provides an example of how the opportunity was identified and assessed in North
America and adapted for local conditions (Kumar 2006).
RAIL FREIGHT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 2007-2008 (SOURCE 68)
This report provides useful context around the key factors influencing rail transit time in Australia.
General information and maps are provided to illustrate interstate network constraints, including
maximum train height. Statistical analysis of line segments and types of freight is also provided
(BITRE 2008).
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5.2.3	Driver assistance software
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Driver assistance software uses a portable data logger and GPS receiver which can interface with the
train to log location, speed and notch setting. Software then estimates fuel consumption from the
data logs to provide instructions to optimise power according to line segment grade and curvature.
Fuel-efficient driving techniques that would result from the use of this technology include slower
acceleration towards maximum line speed, coasting and running at a speed lower than the
maximum to enable more gradual deceleration prior to braking.
The operation of driver assistance software also extends to advanced train control of multiple
locomotives.
‘Consist Manager’, a technology developed through the Department of Energy and GE
Transportation funded Locomotive Technology Program takes advantage of existing driver guidance
software to continuously monitor and select the optimal throttle positions of trail units using a
multiple unit control system based on lead locomotive throttle setting and operating conditions
such as grade severity and train length.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Australian product trials have been undertaken and the technology is beginning to penetrate the
market. Case studies have demonstrated that additional savings can be achieved on multiple
locomotive unit trains when Consist Manager is combined with driver assistance software.
Commercialisation of locally developed driver assistance software is taking place in 2010 for
immediate adoption. Once adopted Consist Manager will be able to be retrofitted; however, current
technology providers are limited.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Demonstrated fuel savings are in the range 5–20% without increases in journey times, compared to
previous baseline results prior to adoption. Additional fuel savings of 1–3% for each locomotive can
also be achieved when used in combination with Consist Manager.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Performance uncertainty exists due to variability of journey characteristics. The ability to improve
train performance may be limited if train operation is strictly controlled by signalling and scheduling
constraints.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
RAILWAY GAZETTE ARTICLE (SOURCE 69)
This website outlines the concept and expected benefits of an Australian route planning software
product ‘Freight Miser’, which provides long-haul train drivers with an in-cab advice system that
advises the optimum speed profile for drivers to reduce energy consumption while maintaining their
schedule (Railway Gazette 2008).
OPTIMAL CONTROL TO SAVE FUEL (SOURCE 70)
This 2009 paper examines the fuel savings from ‘Trip Optimizer’ software installed in GE dieselelectric heavy-haul locomotives. While the specific technology may not be the most relevant for
Australian rail operators, the concepts of the ‘fuel travel time trade-off’, technical details on the
human interface and results of a series of trials may prove helpful for understanding the concept of
the technology. Fuel savings achieved range from 4.6%–13% (Houpt et al. 2009).
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LEADER WEBSITE (SOURCE 71)
The New York Air Brake website identifies the functionality of a US technology known as LEADER
(Locomotive Engineer Assist Display Event Recorder) via multiple case studies and media articles.
The technology uses an on-board computer to calculate the optimum speed at which a train should
travel based on line segment grade and curvature (New York Air Brake 2011).
US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY – VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAM FACT SHEET
(SOURCE 72)
This fact sheet outlines the success of ‘Consist Manager’, a technology developed through the US
Department of Energy and GE Transportation funded Locomotive Technology Program. A
commercial trial of the technology undertaken in 2004 suggests 1–3% fuel savings (US Department
of Energy 2011).
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5.2.4 Auxiliary power systems
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
The energy use associated with the operation of accessory equipment is of relatively small
importance in rail freight. However, any stand-alone system or off-board wayside electrification
system that eliminates the need to idle the main engine to provide comfort to the driver (e.g.
air-conditioning) or communications and lighting will conserve fuel.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
In Australia a significant amount of dwell time (idling) is spent in passing loops and not in the rail
yard, when compared as a proportion of total transit time. At face value, this would indicate that
there is a potential need for such systems.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
No case study information is available to demonstrate fuel savings from auxiliary power systems in
Australia.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The business case for adoption in Australia is uncertain due to considerable performance
uncertainty in Australian conditions.
The realisation of this opportunity also requires the adoption of idle reduction technology.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
MEDIA ARTICLE (SOURCE 73)
This article discusses Providence & Worcester Railroad’s installation of auxiliary power units on 17
locomotives to reduce unnecessary idling. It also identifies US$535,250 of Environmental Protection
Agency SmartWay partnership funding to trial the use of auxiliary power (Progressive Railroading
2009).
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5.2.5 Improved aerodynamics
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Although speeds are typically lower in rail than in road linehaul, air resistance accounts for a
significant proportion of the energy usage on freight trains. Examples of aerodynamic measures to
reduce these losses include streamlining of train sides and underfloor areas, ordering of freight cars
to optimise the aerodynamic profile, minimising gaps between cars or using air bags to fill gaps,
covering open top cars or hoppers and using bogie covers. Software is also available to assist with
monitoring the frequency and length of gaps between wagons, providing a rating of the overall
aerodynamic profile. This can be supplemented with other software modelling to determine the
optimum order of containers along the train’s length.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Aerodynamic improvements are greatest when applied along the whole train length. A significant
volume of Australia’s bulk commodity freight (grain and minerals) is transported by unit trains which
can enable the use of aerodynamic improvements more readily due to consistent wagon design and
operation.
Specific improvement opportunities are greatest for intermodal container trains as aerodynamic
drag can be as much as 25% higher than unit trains, suggesting there is a real opportunity for use of
optimisation software.
There is, however, a significant gap in availability, as no rolling stock providers were identified who
could provide examples of fuel savings achieved through wagon redesign.
The most substantial wagon redesign for aerodynamic improvement would require complete
replacement. However, changes to inter-wagon gaps could be provided as a shorter term
alternative, albeit with a lower level of fuel savings.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Optimisation of wagon assignment using software can deliver reasonable savings in specific cases. A
US modelling comparison between optimal and worst case scenarios indicated potential fuel
savings of up to 2.2 L/km per train. Analysis of a major intermodal route revealed the potential to
reduce fuel consumption by 56 ML per year with a corresponding saving of US$28,000,000.
Bogie and wheel covers have also been identified as a significant source of aerodynamic drag.
Studies have shown that a reduction in drag by 10% has equated to a fuel saving of 6–7%.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Most wagon redesign and wagon assignment is based on increased load capacity (weight). As such,
few aerodynamic initiatives are adopted due to higher costs compared to fuel savings and
operational restrictions from interference with loading and unloading. Some aerodynamic
improvements would also be vulnerable to damage, and would increase loading times (particularly
changes to wagon assignment). Feedback from industry consultation suggests that higher fuel
prices may prompt a re-examination of aerodynamics as a cost-saving opportunity.
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EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
VORTEX OPTIMISATION OF SLOTTED TOPS AND CAVITIES OF TWO DIFFERENT OPEN-RAIL
WAGONS (SOURCE 74)
This RMIT study does not provide recent information of technology innovations to improve
aerodynamics. However, it does provide useful technical information on the aerodynamic drag of
open-rail wagons in Australia. In this study, fuel usage was expected to reduce by 4–6% as a
consequence of Vortex optimisation of slotted tops and cavities of two different open-rail wagons in
Australia (Saunders et al. 2003).
OPTIMISING THE AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY OF INTERMODAL FREIGHT TRAINS, 2005
(SOURCE 75)
This academic paper highlights the research outcomes of using a wayside machine vision system to
monitor the slot efficiency of intermodal trains. The study recognises the physical constraints
imposed by the combination of loads and the railcar design that intermodal train operators face and
demonstrates the use of advanced image processing technology to assist in improving the
aerodynamics of train configuration (Yung-Cheng Lai et al. 2007).
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5.2.6 Electronically controlled pneumatic brakes
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
ECP braking enables an electronic signal in the brake communication network to activate the brake
mechanisms throughout the entire train simultaneously. Previously this process occurred
mechanically and progressively down the train. ECP improves the ability to achieve higher average
speeds and carry heavier loads while still operating within safety limits.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Extensive trials of ECP braking systems have taken place and Australia is now considered a rapid
adopter of this technology across its rolling stock. ECP braking would realise the most benefits in
areas of changing terrain where it would allow higher downhill speeds with increased inertia to
reduce power requirements when going up the next hill. Although ECP systems can be retrofitted
alongside existing brake systems, there is a much greater focus on introducing ECP braking systems
on new rolling stock.
ECP brakes have been available for over 15 years, but the adoption of the technology has been
restricted due to the time and cost of retrofitting a fleet of wagons. In 2006, approximately 5000
wagons were equipped with ECP brakes out of over 1.5 million freight wagons in North America. In
Australia, wagon manufacturers indicate a very rapid uptake is possible.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Fuel savings in the range 4–11% can be achieved from improved train handling, reduced wagon
braking and lower compressor duty cycles (ECP brakes do not vent brake pipe air during braking,
reducing the load on the locomotive compressor). ECP brakes enable the use of longer train length
and improve safety.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
ECP brakes cost $8000 or more per wagon. A retrofit would require sidelining a large number of
wagons from service. The potential to realise benefits will depend on the amount of trains equipped
with ECP brakes on each part of the network.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION (SOURCE 76)
This final report outlined the ECP brake system for freight service covering the areas of operations,
safety, implementation costs and benefits and implementation alternatives.
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ENERGY AND OPERATIONAL GAIN DUE TO USE OF ELECTRO
PNEUMATIC VALVES IN VICTORIA-MINES RAILROAD WAGONS (SOURCE 77)
This study looks at experience using ECP braking for iron ore transport in Brazil. Significant amounts
of technical information are discussed, with diagrams that illustrate the comparisons between
previous braking systems and longer trains. Operational performance improvements reducing
braking distance by 30–70%) and financial performance (fuel savings of approximately US$2000 per
trip) are quoted (de Azevedo et al. 2008).
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5.2.7 Idle management devices
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Idle management devices that allow idling locomotives to be automatically shut down and restarted.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Limited idle reduction opportunities exist for main line applications due to regulations that prevent
locomotives from being switched off. Additionally, auxiliary power systems may be needed to
provide driver comfort in remote locations. In the US the technology is mainly targeted at switcher
locomotives.
Regulatory considerations that currently limit the use of automatic start-stop due to safety
considerations may need to be taken into account. Otherwise, retrofitting the technology does not
appear complicated.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Fuel savings depend on the amount of time spent idling in normal operations. Difficulty may exist
when calculating the baseline as there is a limited definition of idling as it relates to different power
requirements of a train along its planned route. Case studies in North America have identified
reductions in fuel consumption of over 80% at idle. Noise and air quality benefits are also
demonstrated in many case studies.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Most studies indicate the need for government funding and target air quality benefits in addition to
fuel savings. The technology may achieve limited results on linehaul applications, or create more
uncertainty about payback of idle reduction. Ingrained habits or practices established by drivers may
also reduce the effectiveness of the technology.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
VANCOUVER, WA, SWITCHYARD LOCOMOTIVE IDLE REDUCTION PROJECT (SOURCE 80)
This case study describes the outcome of a trial involving an investment of US$125,000 across three
locomotives to reduce idling. The adoption of the Hotstart technology to enable idle reductions
may not be relevant for Australian conditions. A reduction of 9733 idle hours and 180,000 L of diesel
per year was recorded (Southwest Clean Air Agency 2005).
LOCOMOTIVE EMISSION REDUCTION EFFORTS (SOURCE 81)
This is a case study of a number of idle reduction systems installed between 2002 and 2005 on over
thirty locomotives including sixteen 4000 hp locomotives that perform heavy freight tasks. This case
study may not be as relevant for Australian operators because it considers the implications of colder
temperatures that limit idle reduction measures (Alaska Rail Road 2011).
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5.2.8	Speed management
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Operating at lower speeds and restricting throttle usage reduce the need for braking. A lower
speed also has an allied benefit in reducing aerodynamic drag.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
Train speed and throttle position is determined by grade severity, instructions from train control,
interactions with other trains and loading and unloading activities. Opportunities may be limited by
scheduling and service quality standards.
Most operators have conducted simulations to determine their ability to implement this opportunity
which may require adjustment to train schedules and loading/unloading times. Once these are
resolved, adoption can be immediate.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Fuel savings will vary according to grade severity and percentage speed reduction. Simulations
indicate potential fuel savings up to 8% for limiting throttle usage and up to 11% for speed
reduction. However, increases in travel time may raise service issues.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
This opportunity entails no (or very little) capital cost. However, increased travel time may affect
intermodal costs if trains need to leave earlier or arrive later. The risk of not meeting service quality
expectations could result in reduced customer demand, which can obviously erode any advantage
obtained and raise business certainty.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
UNION PACIFIC – SPEED REDUCTION INITIATIVES (SOURCE 82)
This example of a fuel saving initiatives fact sheet produced by Union Pacific includes a discussion of
their ‘Conservation Speed 50 program’. This resource provides examples of types of tasks that are
not time critical where average speeds could be reduced (e.g. carrying empty wagons/containers)
(Union Pacific 2011b).
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5.3

Intermodal transfer improvements
Intermodal transportation provides a number of benefits for both road and rail transportation by
reducing cargo handling, improving security, reducing damages and losses, and allowing freight to
be transported faster, and (for the purpose of identifying opportunities) more efficiently.
This section provides an overview of the potential opportunities for intermodal transfer
improvements outlined in Table 5.3, and discussed below.

Table 5.3	Summary of intermodal transfer improvement opportunities for rail
transport
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Opportunity

Application relevance

Benefits

Considerations

Regenerative loading/
unloading cranes.

• Sound concept
• No examples of wide
application due to early
commercialisation

• No case studies

• Performance
uncertainty due to lack
of experience

Intermodal train
planning

• Software available
targeted at Australian rail
operations

• Cost effective and
efficient alternative to
long-haul road
transportation
• Real-time
information to
customers and vendors

• Wide variation in
software
• Potential new
procedural
requirements
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5.3.1	Regenerative loading/unloading cranes
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
This opportunity relates to the cranes used in loading and unloading freight and its transfer between
modes. The efficiency is gained via the capture and storage of energy that would otherwise be lost
during the lowering of containers, and the re-use of this energy when lifting. The principle is similar
to that seen in regenerative braking systems on hybrid and electric vehicles.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
There is a need to ensure that cranes have the flexibility to cater for the variety of container sizes
found at Australian rail yards.
While the concept of the opportunity is sound, there are currently no examples of this technology
being widely implemented as it is just being commercialised.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
No case studies have been identified where fuel savings were able to be demonstrated.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Performance uncertainty exists due to a lack of experience with the technology.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
PROGRESS RAIL MEDIA ARTICLE (SOURCE 83)
This article describes the expected benefits of regenerative cranes to be used at the Northwest
Ohio Terminal Facility. These cranes are recent technology developed by Hans Kuenz GmbH. The
cranes use electric motors to store the energy from crane, trolley and hoist decelerations so that
energy savings can be achieved when transferring cargo containers between trains and trucks
(Progressive Railroading 2010).
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5.3.2 Intermodal train planning
DESCRIPTION OF OPPORTUNITY
Intermodal transportation makes the handling of freight simpler, quicker and more affordable by
storing freight in containers that can be moved from truck, to train, to ship without having to unload
and reload containers.
Rail and intermodal transportation software allows an organisation to manage this type of freight
effectively by providing optimal arrangement of containers along a train to minimise the number of
wagons (tare weight) and move the centre of weight further to the front of the train.
APPLICATION RELEVANCE
There is software available, targeted at Australian rail operations.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Intermodal transportation represents a cost-effective and energy-efficient alternative to long-haul
road transportation. The software can also provide up-to-the minute information to customers or
vendors with the potential to link directly with an organisation’s accounting software.
KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Software varies widely depending on what services an organisation offers in addition to its specific
needs. Software also needs to be selected so that an organisation is not paying for options that do
not work for them.
Communication of the software to achieve outcomes may require new procedures – for example,
rail yards may require better coordination of drivers and other logistics personnel. Software should
be selected that will grow with an organisation.
In addition, cost effectiveness of implementing new practices based on intermodal train planning
software will be based on the consideration of energy efficiency.
EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION
RESEARCH PAPER: ‘A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR INTERMODAL TRAIN PLANNING’
(SOURCE 84)
Train planning is the process of assigning containers to certain wagons on an intermodal train.
Intermodal terminals are highly integrated systems that create a difficult planning environment for
computerised decision support systems. This research paper describes a detailed mathematical
optimisation model and how it was implemented within a software system called ITP – Intermodal
Train Planner (Corry & Kozan 2006).
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1

Adelaide City Council

Electric drivetrains

Adelaide City Council 2008, ‘Tindo solar bus: the
world’s first solar electric bus’,
http://www.adelaidecitycouncil.com/scripts/nc.
dll?ADCC:STANDARD::pc=PC_151048

2

TK MAXX Electric
Trucks

Electric drivetrains

Smith Electric Vehicles 2011, TK Maxx case
studies,
http://www.smithelectricvehicles.com/casestudies_
tkmaxx.asp.htm

3

TNT Electric Trucks

Electric drivetrains

Smith Electric Vehicles 2011, TNT Express case
studies,
http://www.smithelectricvehicles.com/casestudies_
tnt.asp.htm

4

Crown Coaches

Hybrid electric
drivetrains

Crown Coaches Pty Ltd 2011, ‘Crown Coaches
presents Australia’s 1st hybrid bus’, case study,
http://www.crowncoaches.com.au/component/
content/article/1-latest-news/77-crown-coachespresents-australias-1st-hybrid-bus

5

Barnett Couriers

Hybrid electric
drivetrains

Truck World 2008, ‘Hybrid delivers economy
message to courier company’, 25 November 2008,
http://www.truckworld.com.au/News/Hybrid_
Delivers_Economy_message_to_Courier_Company.
aspx

6

USPS

Hybrid electric
drivetrains

USPS 2007, ‘Fleet planning and management’,
http://www.govenergy.com/2007/pdfs/strategy/
Rios_Strategy_track_S8.pdf

7

New York City Transit Hybrid electric
drivetrains

New York City Transit 2006, ‘Hybrid and CNG
transit buses: final evaluation results’, November
2006,
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/pdfs/fleet_
hybrid_cng_bus.pdf

8

Toronto Transit
Commission

Hybrid electric
drivetrains

The Star.com 2008, ‘TTC going diesel again after
hybrid bus glitch’,
http://www.thestar.com/article/519770

9

UPS

Mechanical hybrid
drivetrains

US Environmental Protection Agency 2006,
‘Hydraulic hybrid – the most efficient lowest cost
hybrids’,
http://www.epa.gov/oms/technology/420f06043.
htm

10

Ford

Mechanical hybrid
drivetrains

ThomasNet News 2002, ‘Hydraulic regenerative
braking boosts fuel economy’, 25 July 2002,
http://news.thomasnet.com/IMT/archives/2002/07/
hydraulic_regen.html
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11

Torotrak UKl

Mechanical hybrid
drivetrains

Torotrak 2009, ‘Flybus project aims to cut fuel
costs and emissions for new and existing buses’,
media release,
http://www.torotrak.com/pdfs/pr/2009/
FLYBUS_1.3_final_Kinergy%20link_Nov09.pdf

12

Volvo I-Shift
Transmission

Automated manual
transmissions

Volvo 2007, ‘Road test Volvo’s I-Shift
transmission’, Truck News,
http://www.volvotrucks.com/
SiteCollectionDocuments/VTNA_Tree/ILF/
News%20and%20Events/PDF/volvoishiftTruckNews.
pdf

13

RTA Green Truck
Partnership

Automated manual
transmissions

Green Truck Partnership 2011, ‘Advanced automatic
gearbox systems’, case study, Roads and Transport
Authority NSW

14

UK Haulier

Reduced rolling
resistance tyres

Department for Transport 2010, ‘Save fuel with
low rolling resistance tyres’, case study, Freight
Best Practice, UK Government,
http://www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/save-fuelwith-lower-rolling resistance-tyres

15

Walkers UK

Reduced rolling
resistance tyres

Department for Transport 2010, ‘Save fuel with
low rolling resistance tyres’, case study, Freight
Best Practice, UK Government,
http://www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/save-fuelwith-lower-rolling resistance-tyres

16

Various fleets

Tyre inflation
management

Pressure Systems International n.d., Testimonials,
http://www.psi-atis.com/testimonials.htm
US Environmental Protection Agency 2011,
SmartWay Program, website,
http://www.epa.gov/smartwaylogistics/
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17

Forest Freight

Tyre inflation
management

Transport Canada 2006, ‘FP innovation project on
self-inflating tires’, freight transportation case
studies,
http://www.tc.gc.ca/media/documents/programs/
fpinnovation-tires_1.pdf

18

Isuzu

Idle management

Linfox 2009, Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act
Public Report, 2009,
http://www.linfox.com/Environment/~/media/
Documents/PDF/2009%20Linfox%20Energy%20
Efficiency%20Opportunities%20Reporting%20
Public%20Report.ashx

19

Linfox

Improved vehicle
aerodynamics

Linfox 2009, Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act
Public Report, 2009,
http://www.linfox.com/Environment/~/media/
Documents/PDF/2009%20Linfox%20Energy%20
Efficiency%20Opportunities%20Reporting%20
Public%20Report.ashx
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20

BOC Ltd

Improved vehicle
aerodynamics

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Fuel
management guide’, case study, Freight Best
Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/fuel-managementguide

21

Transport Canada

Improved vehicle
aerodynamics

Transport Canada, ‘Freight wing fleet trial
program on aerodynamic fairings’,
http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/programs/environmentecofreight-road-tools-casestudies-freightwing-554.
htm

22

TNT Express

Improved vehicle
aerodynamics

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Smoothing the
flow at TNT Express & Somerfield using truck
aerodynamic styling’, case study, Freight Best
Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/download.
aspx?pid=135&action=save

23

Somerfield
Supermarkets, UK

Improved vehicle
aerodynamics

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Smoothing the
flow at TNT Express & Somerfield using truck
aerodynamic styling’, case study, Freight Best
Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/download.
aspx?pid=135&action=save

24

MEMs UK

Lightweight trailers

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Lightweight
truck specification generates savings for MEMS,
case study, Freight Best Practice, UK Government
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/download.
aspx?pid=3546&action=save

25

Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

Super single tyres

Green Car Congress 2006, ‘ORNL: single-wide
base truck tires improve fuel economy’,
http://www.greencarcongress.com/2006/06/
single_widebase.html

26

Roadmaster

Super single tyres

Environmental Best Practice Centre n.d., Road
Master and Simon, Road Master super single
tyres, case study,
http://sites.google.com/site/
truckenvironmentalcentre/case-studiesroadmaster-and-simon

27

Noske Group

Super single tyres

Environmental Best Practice Centre n.d., ‘Noske
and Patrick, Noske Group: material and
components improvement’, case study,
http://sites.google.com/site/
truckenvironmentalcentre/case-studies-noske-andpatrick

28

Solar Powered
Refrigeration Trailers

Refrigeration

Bergeron, D 2001, Solar powered refrigeration for
transport applications: a feasibility study, final
report,
http://photovoltaics.sandia.gov/docs/PDF/
Solus%20SAND1.pdf
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29

Hybrid Carrier

Refrigeration

CCJ Digital 2010, ‘Carrier Transicold introduces
new hybrid refrigeration unit’, Commercial Carrier
Journal, 25 March 2010,
http://www.ccjdigital.com/carrier-transicoldintroduces-new-hybrid-refrigeration-unit/

30

Maxitrans Eco Fridge

Refrigeration

Truck World 2010, ‘EcoFridge – 21st century
trailer refrigeration has arrived’,
http://www.truckworld.com.au/News/
EcoFridge___21st_Century_Trailer_Refrigeration_
Has_Arrived.aspx

31

Truck Buyer’s Guide

Improved vehicle
procurement
practices

Department of Infrastructure and Transport 2011,
‘About the Truck Buyers Guide’,
http://www.truckbuyersguide.gov.au/utilities/about.
aspx

32

BOC Ltd

Improved vehicle
procurement
practices

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Fuel
management guide’, case study, Freight Best
Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/fuel-managementguide

33

Tesco

Packaging
minimisation

IGD 2009, ‘Tesco packaging reduction’,
http://www.igd.com/index.asp?id=1&fid=1&sid=5&
tid=153&folid=71&cid=1388

34

Ettar

Packaging
minimisation

ETTAR 2011, ‘The freight industry in the 21st
century – impacts and risks’, presentation,
http://www.ettar.eu/download/3%20Optimise%20
vehicle%20utilisation%20July08.pdf

35

UPS

Packaging
minimisation

Environmental Defence Fund 1998, ‘UPS &
Alliance for Environmental Innovation deliver
greener packaging’,
http://apps.edf.org/pressrelease.
cfm?contentID=1479

36

Sainsbury’s

Night time freight
movement

Freight Transport Association 2011, ‘Night-time
deliveries – Wandsworth trial’,
http://www.assemblywales.org/cy/bus-home/
bus-committees/bus-committees-scrutinycommittees/bus-committees-third-els-home/
bus-committees-third-els-agendas/response_to_
action_point_-_fta_-_night_time_delivery_
wandsworth.pdf?langoption=3&ttl=
EL%283%29-14-09%20%3A%20Tystiolaeth%20
ysgrifenedig%20ychwanegol%20-%20
Sefydliad%20Trafnidiaeth%20Cludo%20
Nwyddau%20%28Saesneg%20yn%20unig%29%20
%28PDF%2C%20158%20KB%29

37

Lindsay Transport

Load consolidation

Lindsay Transport 2010, Energy Efficiency
Opportunities Report,
http://www.lindsayaustralia.com.au/pdf/EEO_
Report_2010.pdf
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38

High productivity
vehicles

Load consolidation

Brown, MW & Walsh, DJ n.d., ‘Potential economic
impact of high productivity vehicles for woodchip
transport in the Green Triangle Region of
Australia’,
http://hvttconference.com/hvtt11/proceedings/
papers/8a2/8a2%20Paper.pdf

39

Focus

Load consolidation

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Focus on double
decks’, Focus (DIY) Ltd case study, Freight Best
Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/focus-on-doubledecks

40

ETTAR

Load consolidation

ETTAR 2011, ‘The freight industry in the 21st
century – impacts and risks’, presentation,
http://www.ettar.eu/download/3%20Optimise%20
vehicle%20utilisation%20July08.pdf

41

JW Suckling
Transport Ltd

Load consolidation

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Consolidate and
save’, JW Suckling Transport Ltd case study,
Freight Best Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/consolidate-andsave

42

Nestle and United
Biscuits

Load consolidation

IGD 2009, ‘Nestle and United Biscuits – Taking a
unique approach to collaboration’,
http://www.igd.com/index.asp?id=1&fid=1&sid=5&
tid=49&foid=29&cid=1384&rss=1

43

International Road
Transport Union

Improved driver
practices

IRU 2009, ‘Eco-driving checklist for truck drivers’,
http://www.iru.org/index/bookshop-displayaction?id=247

44

Linfox

Improved driver
practices

Linfox 2009, Energy Efficiency Opportunities Act
Public Report, 2009,
http://www.linfox.com/Environment/~/media/
Documents/PDF/2009%20Linfox%20Energy%20
Efficiency%20Opportunities%20Reporting%20
Public%20Report.ashx

45

Blue Circle Southern
Cement

Improved driver
practices

Monash University 2009, ‘Driving green saves fuel
and environment’, media release,
http://www.eng.monash.edu.au/news/shownews.
php?nid=27&year=2009

46

Australia Post

Improved driver
practices

Australia Post 2009, Energy Efficiency
Opportunities Act, Australia Post public report, 2
October 2008 – 30 June 2009,
http://auspost.com.au/media/documents/
australia-post-2009-eeo-public-report.pdf

47

Toll IPEC

Improved driver
practices

ATN 2008, ‘On the road – fuel savings’, May 2008,
p. 30,
http://www.dec.wa.gov.au/index2.
php?option=com_docman&task=doc_
view&gid=2978&Itemid=797
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48

Transco

Improved driver
practices

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Reducing the
environmental impact of distribution’, Transco
National Logistics case study, Freight Best
Practice, UK Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/reducingenvironmental-impact-of-distribution

49

Kalari

Improved driver
practices

Kalari 2011, ‘Driver simulator – Drive Green
Program’,
http://www.kalari.com.au/default.asp?section_
id=17

50

Kalari

Improved driver
practices

Kalari 2011, ‘Driver simulator – Drive Green
Program’,
http://www.kalari.com.au/default.asp?section_
id=17

51

Veolia

Improved driver
practices

Veolia 2009, ‘VES energy efficiency opportunities’,
http://www.veoliaes.com.au/news-room/pressreleases/ves-energy-efficiency-opportunities

52

Scania

Improved driver
practices

Scania 2009, ‘Scania takes eco-driving to a new
level with its latest digital performance coaching
technology’, media release, 17 September 2009,
http://www.scania.com/media/pressreleases/
n09025en.aspx

53

Freight Best Practice
Guide

Improved driver
practices

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Fuel saving tips
– pocket guide’, Freight Best Practice, UK
Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/fuel-saving-tips

54

Freight Best Practice
Guide

Preventive
maintenance
procedures

Department for Transport 2011, ‘Fuel saving tips
– pocket guide’, Freight Best Practice, UK
Government,
www.freightbestpractice.org.uk/fuel-saving-tips

55

How to implement a
preventive
maintenance
program

Preventive
maintenance
procedures

Government Fleet 2006, ‘How to implement a
fleet preventive maintenance program’,
http://www.government-fleet.com/Channel/
Software/Article/Story/2006/09/How-toImplement-a-Fleet-Preventive-MaintenanceProgram.aspx
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56

Green Rail News

Engine switching
locomotives

Green Rail News 2011, website,
http://www.greenrailnews.com

57

Union Pacific

Engine switching
locomotives

Union Pacific 2011a, website,
http://www.up.com/

58

CSX Corporation

Engine switching
locomotives

Railway Age 2009, Short line: Brookville
cogeneration locomotive exceeds expectations,
media release, 26 October 2009,
http://www.railwayage.com/breaking-news-archive/
short-line-brookville-cogeneration-locomotiveexceeds-expectations.html

59

Railway Age

Engine switching
locomotives

Railway Age 2009, Short line: Brookville
cogeneration locomotive exceeds expectations,
media release, 26 October 2009,
http://www.railwayage.com/breaking-news-archive/
short-line-brookville-cogeneration-locomotiveexceeds-expectations.html

60

Introducing the next
generation
locomotive to the
Australian rail
network

AC Traction

Ramsey, N, Szanto, F & Hewison, P 2008,
‘Introducing the next generation locomotive to
the Australian rail network’,
http://www.halcrow.com/Documents/australia/
CORE_2008_Paper_Next_Gen_Loco.pdf

61

Queensland Rail

AC Traction

Latour, M & Nuendel, M 2008, ‘Advantages and
benefits of modern ac traction technology –
example refurbishment and new locomotives’,
http://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;
dn=566212451617212;res=IELENG

62

Union Pacific

Hybrid drivetrains

Union Pacific 2005, ‘Union Pacific orders 10 ‘Green
Goat’ hybrid locomotives for Southern California
rail yard operations’, media release, 15 August
2005,
http://www.uprr.com/newsinfo/releases/
environment/2005/0815_ggoat.shtml

63

GE Transport

Hybrid drivetrains

GE Transport 2011, ‘Hybrid locomotive’, fact
sheet,
http://ge.ecomagination.com/assets/groups/
pressroom/press/050506_Hybrid.pdf

64

Evaluation of battery
power boosted
freight locomotives

Hybrid drivetrains

Bearham, G 2007, ‘Evaluation of battery power
boosted freight locomotives’,
www.fseh.cqu.edu.au/FCWViewer/getFile.
do?id=18023

65

Norfolk Southern

Battery storage

Norfolk Southern 2009, ‘Batteries ARE included –
Norfolk Southern unveils experimental electric
locomotive’, media release. 28 September 2009,
http://www.nscorp.com/nscportal/nscorp/Media/
News%20Releases/2009/batteries.html
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66

EU Transport GHG:
routes to 2050
(technical paper 3)

Weight reduction

Hazeldine, T, Pridmore, A, Nelissen, D &
Hulskotte, J 2009, ‘EU transport GHG: routes to
2050, technical options to reduce GHG for
non-road transport modes’, technical paper 3,
http://www.eutransportghg2050.eu/cms/assets/
UPDATED-EU-Transport-GHG-2050-Paper-3Technical-options-for-non-road-modes-30-10-09.
pdf

67

Introduction of
double stack
container train on
Indian Railway

Double stacking

Kumar, N 2006, ‘Introduction of double-stack
container train on IR – a path breaking
achievement’, Indian Railway Service of
Mechanical Engineers, Pipavav Railway
Corporation Limited,
http://www.pipavavrailway.com/docs/dscarticle.pdf

68

Rail freight
performance
indicators 2007–08

Double stacking

BITRE (Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and
Regional Economics) 2008, ‘Australian rail freight
performance indicators 2007–08’, statistical
report, prepared in conjunction with the
Australasian Railway Association Inc.,
http://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/52/Files/
Rail_Freight_Performace_Indicators.pdf

69

Railway Gazette

Driver assistance
software

Railway Gazette 2008, ‘Every little counts in
fuel-efficiency fight’, media release, 9 October
2008,
http://www.railwaygazette.com/news/single-view/
view/every-little-counts-in-fuel-efficiency-fight.html

70

Optimal control to
save fuel

Driver assistance
software

Houpt, PK, Bonanni, PG, Chan, DS, Chandra, RS,
Kalyanam, K, Sivasubramaniam, M, Brooks, JD &
McNally, CW 2009, ‘Optimal control of heavy-haul
freight trains to save fuel’,
http://www.slideshare.net/RailwaysandHarbours/
optimal-contro-to-save-fuel-i-hha09-rev4

71

LEADER

Driver assistance
software

New York Air Brake 2011, website,
http://www.nyab.com/en/

72

US Department of
Energy

Driver assistance
software

US Department of Energy 2011, ‘DOE-funded
research leads to quick commercialization of
advanced fuel saving control system for freight
locomotives’, fact sheet,
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/
pdfs/success/consist_mgr_loco.pdf

73

Progressive
Railroading

Auxiliary power
systems

Progressive Railroading 2009, ‘KCSR acquires two
gensets; Providence & Worcester lands 17
auxiliary power units’,
http://www.progressiverailroading.com/
freightnews/article.asp?id=19886
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74

RMIT

Improved
aerodynamics

Saunders, JW, Watkins, S & Cassar, RJ 2003,
‘Vortex optimisation of slotted tops and cavities
of two different open rail wagons’, Mechanical
Engineering Department, RMIT, Melbourne,
Australia,
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_
ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V3M-482B1N5-6V&_
user=10&_coverDate=12%2F31%2F1993&_
rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_sort=d&_
docanchor=&view=c&_searchStrId=1295998979&_
rerunOrigin=google&_acct=C000050221&_
version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=f758d
60fde62ba4bffb5c7b0ef810f08

75

Optimising the
aerodynamic
efficiency of
intermodal freight
trains

Improved
aerodynamics

Yung-Cheng, Lai, Barkan, C & Onal, H 2007,
‘Optimizing the aerodynamic efficiency of
intermodal freight trains’,
http://ict.illinois.edu/railroad/CEE/pdf/Lai%20
et%20al%202007%20TRE.pdf

76

Federal Railroad
Administration

Electronically
controlled pneumatic
brakes

Federal Railroad Administration 2006, ‘ECP brake
system for freight service’, final report,
http://www.fra.dot.gov/downloads/safety/ecp_
report_20060811.pdf

77

Electronically
Study of possible
controlled pneumatic
energy and
operational gain due brakes
to use of electro
pneumatic valves in
Vitoria-Minas Railroad
Wagons

de Azevedo, F, Ricardo, P & de Oliveira, F 2008,
‘Study of the possible energy and operational
gain due to use of electro pneumatic valves in
Vitoria-Minas Railroad Wagons’,
http://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;
dn=564386420433909;res=IELENG

78

Australian ECP brake
system

Electronically
controlled pneumatic
brakes

Informit 2011, ‘Australian electronically controlled
pneumatic brake system: OZ-ECP, B Kuhnell & M
Tan, Rail achieving growth: Conference
proceedings, http://search.informit.com.au/docum
entSummary;dn=209819610361621;res=IELENG

79

Rail Achieving
Growth: Conference
Proceedings –
‘Freight train
braking’

Electronically
controlled pneumatic
brakes

Informit 2011, ‘Freight train braking – past,
present and future’, B Kuhnell & M Tan, Rail
achieving growth: Conference proceedings,
http://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary
;dn=209838243332879;res=IELENG

80

Switchyard
locomotive idle
reduction project

Idle management
devices

Southwest Clean Air Agency 2005, ‘Vancouver,
WA, switchyard locomotive idle reduction
project’, final report, February 2004 – May 2005,
http://www.swcleanair.org/pdf/EPA_
LocomotiveCaseStudy.pdf

81

Locomotive emission
reduction efforts

Idle management
devices

Alaska Rail Road 2010, ‘Locomotive emission
reduction efforts’,
http://www.akrr.com/pdf/2010%20-%20
Locomotive%20Emissions%20Reduction%20_
handout_.pdf
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82

Union Pacific – speed
reduction initiatives

Speed management

Union Pacific 2011, ‘Innovation and employee
education save fuel’, fact sheet,
http://www.uprr.com/newsinfo/attachments/
media_kit/environment/conserv_facts.pdf

83

Progressive Rail

Regenerative
loading/unloading
cranes

Progressive Railroading 2010, ‘National gateway’s
Ohio terminal will be high-tech, ‘green’ facility,
CSX says’, media release,
http://www.progressiverailroading.com/news/
article.asp?id=22468

84

‘A decision support
system for intermodal
train planning’ –
research paper

Intermodal train
planning

Corry, P, and Kozan, E 2006, ‘A decision support
system for intermodal train planning’, Proceedings
of the Second International Intelligent Logistics
Systems Conference 2006,
http://www.asor.asn.au/iils2006/pdf/iils2006_13.
pdf
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Appendix C GLOSSARY
AC

alternating current

AMT

automated manual transmission

CO2

carbon dioxide

CO2-e

carbon dioxide equivalent

DC

direct current

ECP

electronically controlled pneumatic

EEO

Energy Efficiency Opportunities

EMB

energy mass balance

h		

hour

HID

high intensity discharge

HLA

hydraulic launch assist

hp		horsepower
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IT		

information technology

KERS

Kinetic Energy Recovery System

kg		

kilogram

km

kilometre

kJ		

kilojoule

kW

kilowatt

L		

litre

LEADER

Locomotive Engineer Assist Display Event Recorder

LED

light emitting diode

m		

metre

OEM

original equipment manufacturer

PJ		

petajoule

t		

tonne
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